Introduction {#s0001}
============

Bispecific antibodies have become increasingly of interest for diagnostic and therapeutic applications.[@cit0001] While natural antibodies are monospecific, bispecific antibodies recognize two different epitopes either on the same or on different antigens. Bispecific antibodies have a long history,[@cit0004] starting in the 1960s when antigen-binding fragments (Fabs) from two different polyclonal sera were re-associated into bispecific F(ab\')~2~ molecules.[@cit0005] Boosted by the hybridoma technology established in 1975,[@cit0006] it became possible to generate bispecific antibodies of defined specificities by chemical conjugation of two monoclonal antibodies or by fusion of two antibody-producing hybridomas, generating hybrid hybridomas.[@cit0007] The development of methods to produce recombinant antibodies then enabled the generation of bispecific antibodies with defined structure, composition and biochemical, functional, and pharmacological properties.[@cit0009]

Applications of bispecific antibodies cover a broad spectrum that includes diagnosis, imaging, prophylaxis and therapy. Initially, therapeutic applications focused mainly on effector cell retargeting for cancer therapy, including T cells, which cannot be recruited to tumor cells by normal antibodies.[@cit0013] However, during the past decade many other therapeutic strategies based on bispecific antibodies have been established. In addition to retargeting of effector molecules, cells and genetic vehicles, dual targeting and pretargeting strategies, half-life extension, and delivery through biological barriers such as the blood-brain barrier have been explored.[@cit0012] Bispecific antibodies have been evaluated as potential treatments for a variety of indications, including cancer, chronic inflammatory diseases, autoimmunity, neurodegeneration, bleeding disorders, and infections. The applications of these molecules have been extensively reviewed elsewhere.[@cit0017] This review focuses on the various formats and strategies available to generate recombinant bispecific antibodies. Bispecific antibodies are an extremely fast-growing field. With new formats constantly emerging, keeping track is a challenging task. We have endeavored to be comprehensive, but may not have included every format that currently exists.

Classification of bispecific antibodies {#s0002}
=======================================

Most natural antibodies are bi- or multivalent molecules comprising identical antigen binding sites. The exception are IgG4 molecules which are, due to an instable hinge region, capable of exchanging Fab arms (half-antibody association). This is a random process resulting in bivalent molecules with two different specificities. Bispecific antibodies with defined specificities, however, are artificial molecules, per se not found in nature. They must, therefore, be generated by biochemical, molecular or genetic means. One approach, not explained in detail here, is the chemical conjugation of two different antibodies or antibody fragments and the use of a catalytic antibody to couple reactive bispecific peptides (CovX-Bodies) ([Fig. 2, box 1](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0029] Furthermore, by fusing two antibody-producing cells, e.g., hybridomas, a hybrid cell line can be generated that produces two different heavy and two different light chains within the same cell, which results in bispecific IgG molecules ([Fig. 2, box 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) as well as non-functional by-products.

The generation of bispecific IgG molecules is difficult due to the fact that the antigen-binding sites are build by the variable domains of the light and heavy chain (VL, VH). A bispecific antibody requires two different heavy chains, and two different light chains, and exhibits asymmetry due to the presence of, at least, two different Fv regions. Promiscuous pairing of heavy and light chains of two antibodies expressed in one cell can theoretically result in 16 different combinations (10 different molecules), with only one being bispecific and the remaining pairings resulting in non-functional or monospecific molecules.[@cit0033] To direct and to force correct assembly of correct binding sites, i.e., heavy and light chains, is one of the challenges of generating bispecific antibodies, and various strategies have been development and established over the past two decades to solve this problem.

Recombinant bispecific antibodies can be classified according to format and composition. A main discrimination is the presence or absence of an Fc region. Bispecific antibodies with no Fc will lack Fc-mediated effector functions, such as antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP), complement fixation, and FcRn-mediated recycling, which is responsible for the long half-life of most γ immunoglobulins. Bispecific antibodies that include an Fc region can be further divided into those that exhibit a structure resembling that of an IgG molecule and those that contain additional binding sites, i.e., those with an appended or modified Ig-like structure. The different bispecific antibodies will have either a symmetric or an asymmetric architecture. For example, the majority of bispecific IgG molecules are asymmetric, while IgG fusion proteins often are symmetric in their molecular composition ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). A further discriminating feature is the number of binding sites. In the simplest setting, e.g., utilized in IgG molecules, a bispecific antibody contains one binding site for each antigen (1 + 1), i.e., is bivalent. Adding an additional binding site to one of the chains of an IgG results in tetravalent molecules with a 2 + 2 stoichiometry. Other formats allow to generate 1 + 2 or 1 + 3 molecules, having one binding site for one antigen and 2 or 3 binding sites for the other antigen, respectively ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). This can be extended by further valencies, but also by implementing further specificities, e.g., to make tri- or tetraspecific molecules. Furthermore, the number of chains needed to produce the bispecific antibody can vary. Thus, bispecific IgGs typically require four different polypeptide chains to be expressed, but a smaller number of chains, i.e., 3, 2 or only a single polypeptide chain, can be used in some formats. Figure 1.Building blocks and generation of bispecific antibodies Examples of antigen-binding modules as well as homo- and heterodimierzation modules are shown, which can be used to generate bispecific molecules combining different binding sites within one molecule.

An extensive and versatile toolbox comprising different building blocks, i.e., antigen-binding modules as well as homo- and heterodimerization modules, is now available for the configuration of bispecific antibodies, thus allowing modulation of valency, size, flexibility, and pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Fc-less bispecific antibody formats {#s0003}
===================================

Tandem single-chain variable fragments (scFv~2~, taFv) and triplebodies {#s0003-0001}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A minimalistic bispecific antibody is composed of the antigen-binding sites of two antibodies. The single-chain Fv (scFv) format is the most commonly used derivative of the VH and VL domains representing the minimal antigen-binding site of an antibody.[@cit0034] Due to the single-chain configuration, bispecific antibodies can be build by connecting two scFvs through a linker (connector). Thus, these molecules are bivalent with one valency for each antigen, with a typically size in the range of 50--60 kDa.

The first descriptions of such tandem scFv molecules (taFv, scFv~2~) ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) date back more than 20 years.[@cit0035] In these studies, two scFvs were either fused by a 27 amino acid helical linker or a flexible linker, e.g., derived from Trichoderma reesi celobiohydrolase I. Since then many other tandem scFv molecules have been generated.[@cit0010] In principle, the format of taFvs are defined by the arrangement of the VH and VL in the two individual scFvs (i.e., VH-VL or VL-VH), and the length and composition of the connecting linker, which can affect correct folding, stability and antigen-binding of the molecule. Various connecting linkers have been utilized, such as short alanine linkers (Ala~3~), hydrophilic linkers, e.g., identified by phage display, glycine-serine-rich linkers, linkers adopting a helical conformation, and linkers derived from various immunoglobulin and non-immunoglobulin molecules.[@cit0038] A comparison of a 5 and a 15 aa long glycine-serine linker on the activity of a bispecific tandem scFv directed against CD3 and CD19 did not reveal any differences in in vitro bioactivity, indicating that scFvs with short connecting linkers have sufficient flexibility to direct T cells to tumor cells, i.e., to crosslink to cell surface-displayed antigens.[@cit0041] Figure 2.The zoo of bispecific antibody formats Overview of bispecific antibody formats reduced to practice, grouped into molecules with symmetric or asymmetric architecture.

The bispecific tandem scFv format has been extensively applied in cancer immunotherapy for the retargeting of T cells to tumor cells or tumor-associated cells of the tumor microenvironment. This format forms the basis of bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE) molecules,[@cit0050] with a first BiTE molecule (Blincyto®, blinatumomab) approved for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-negative relapsed or refractory B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).[@cit0053] Blinatumomab comprises an anti-CD19 scFv in the VL-VH orientation linked through a G~4~S linker to an anti-CD3 scFv in the VH-VL orientation (DrugBank entry DB09052). Because of the small size, BiTE molecules are rapidly cleared from circulation with a terminal half-life of ∼1.25 h.[@cit0056] The antibody is thus administered as continuous intravenous infusion at a constant flow rate with a portable pump in repeated four-week cycles.[@cit0057]

Tandem scFv that include an anti-CD16 scFv, i.e., bispecific killer cell engagers (BiKEs) were further developed for retargeting of natural killer (NK) cells. In one study, the anti-CD16 scFv was linked with a 20 amino acid sequence derived from human muscle aldolase (PSGQAGAAASESLFVSNHAY) to an anti-CD133 scFv targeting colorectal cancer cells.[@cit0049]

The modular nature of this approach allows further extension of tandem scFvs, for instance by adding more scFvs. This was applied to generate a trivalent, bispecific molecule (triplebody) exhibiting two binding sites for CD19 and one for CD16 for retargeting of NK cells ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0058] Here, the variable VH and VL domains as well as the three scFv units (all in the VL-VH orientation) were connected with 20 residue (G~4~S)~4~ linkers. This approach also allows generation of trispecific molecules, as shown for a trivalent, trispecific triplebody directed against CD16, CD19 and CD33, for dual targeting of two different antigens expressed by mixed lineage leukemia cells.[@cit0059]

Stability of the individual scFv modules is a general concern due to the fact that molecular interactions occur only at the interface between the VH-VL interface without covalent linkage. Stability improvement of tandem scFv was achieved by introducing an interdomain disulfide-bond between the VH and VL domain (e.g., changing residues 44 in VH and 100 in VL to cysteines) generating disulfide-stabilized scFv (dsFv, dsscFv), e.g., in one of the scFv units.[@cit0060] This was also applied to triplebodies, stabilizing one, two or all scFv units by disulfide bonds.[@cit0058] In another approach, hydrogen bonding between VH and VL domains was substituted with electrostatic interaction between residues VH39 and VL38 to favor desired VH-VL association.[@cit0062]

Bispecific single-domain antibody fusion proteins {#s0003-0002}
-------------------------------------------------

Rather than connecting antigen-binding sites in a tandem arrangement, single-domain antibodies, such as VH or VL domains, VHH, VNAR and Nanobodies, can be used to make bispecific molecules, and, in general this approach can also be applied to scaffold proteins, an emerging class of antibody-mimetic proteins ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0063] Inclusion of two or more single-domain antibodies will result in bivalent, trivalent, or even multivalent molecules with one or more specificities.[@cit0064] For example, two VHH domains were fused through a long hinge sequence derived from the upper hinge of the llama IgG2a, selected for its protease resistance and flexibility.[@cit0065] A flexible linker was also used to combine two variable domains from shark immunoglobulin new antigen receptors (VNAR).[@cit0066] This linker comprised the native shark IgNAR hinge (PGVQPSP) followed by a flexible GGGGSG sequence. In another study, two human single domain antibodies (dAbs) were combined into bispecific DAbs targeting, for example, two antigens from Candida albicans.[@cit0067] Tetravalent, bispecific VHH fusion proteins were generated linking four VHH, two directed against TcdA and two against TcdB (both antigens from Clostridium difficile) in the middle of the molecule, by three flexible (G~3~S)~4~ linkers.[@cit0068] This fusion protein showed enhanced neutralizing activity in vitro and in vivo. Nanobodies were combined into trivalent, bispecific molecules, with one site directed against serum albumin for half-life extension and the other two sites against a therapeutic target. One such Nanobody fusion protein targeting the IL-6R is currently in clinical trials.[@cit0069] Here, the three Nanobody moieties are linked by two flexible GGGGSGGGS linkers. In a similar approach, trivalent bispecific VHH fusion proteins directed against foot-and-mouth virus were generated, with one binding site directed against porcine immunoglobulins, which also increased in vivo half-life of the fusion protein.[@cit0070]

Diabodies and diabody derivatives {#s0003-0003}
---------------------------------

Diabodies (Db) are bivalent molecules composed of two chains, each comprising a VH and VL domain, either from the same or from different antibodies.[@cit0071] In the diabody format, the two variable domains are connected by a short linker that is usually 5 residues, e.g., GGGGS. Because the linker length is substantially shorter than that required to allow intrachain assembly of an antigen-binding site, which would result in a scFv, two chains dimerize in a head-to-tail orientation resulting in a compact molecule[@cit0073] with a molecular mass similar to tandem scFv (∼50 kDa). Expressing two chains within the same cell, with either configuration VHA-VLB and VHB-VLA (A and B representing two different specificities) or VLA-VHB and VLB-VHA, results in bispecific heterodimers with correct pairing of the corresponding variable domains ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Bispecific diabodies have been developed for retargeting of effector cells, effector molecules and other applications.[@cit0074] A comparative study of anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) × anti-insulin-like growth factor receptor bispecific diabodies demonstrated the importance of selecting the optimal VH/VL arrangement and orientation, as only some of the possible combinations retained binding activity for both antigens.[@cit0080] Besides domain order, the linker length and composition have been addressed for optimization. Studies with an anti-neuraminidase scFv in the VH-VL and VL-VH orientation showed that a linker length of 3--12 residues, composed of glycines and serines, favors assembly as a diabody, while shorter linkers result in tri- and tetrameric assemblies.[@cit0081]

One problem with bispecific diabodies is that the two different chains, e.g., VHA-VLB and VHB-VLA, are expressed within one cell, which can also result in the assembly of nonfunctional homodimers with incorrect pairing of the variable domains (VHA/VLB, VHB/VLA). Furthermore, diabodies might be prone to instability due to noncovalent assembly of the two chains.[@cit0083] A solution is the introduction of an interdomain disulfide bond in one of the VH-VL pairs (dsDb) ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), which also can improve stability.[@cit0084] This has been further modified by introducing disulfide bonds into both VH-VL pairs and, in addition, connecting only one VHA-VLB with a 10 residue linker, while VHB and VLA are expressed as separate polypeptides, thus generating a molecule composed of three polypeptide chains (dsFv-dsFv\') ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0086] Alternatively, attempts have been made to remodel the domain interface to favor heterodimerization. For example, a panel of bispecific knob-into-hole diabodies ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) directed against human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) and CD3 was generated, carrying mutations at various positions in the VH and VL domains of one binding pair, with some of them showing increased heterodimer formation compared to the parental diabody. However, some of these modifications also reduced antigen binding of the modified VH-VL pair, indicating that modifications have to be carefully selected.[@cit0085]

Another alternative is the conversion of the heterodimeric diabody format into a single-chain format by connecting the first chain (VHA-VLB or VLA-VHB) and the second chain (VHB-VLA or VLB-VHA) by a flexible linker of ∼15 residues ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The linker in these single-chain diabodies (scDbs) forces correct assembly and improves stability without altering the antigen-binding activity.[@cit0087] ScDb are composed of four variable domains connect by three linkers, two flanking linkers and one middle (internal) linker, the latter one resembling a linker used also in scFvs. Optimized linkers, varying in length and composition, have been selected from phage display libraries.[@cit0089] Here, a preferred length of 2--6 residues was found for the flanking linkers, and 13 or more residues for the middle linker. Other internal linkers were, for example, derived from a sequence originating from an alpha helical region in the C-terminal domain of the nuclear protein La.[@cit0090]

The scDb format was also used to generate tetravalent bispecific molecules. This can be achieved by shortening the middle linker, resulting in head-to-tail assembly of the scDb polypeptide chains into a dimeric molecule (tandem diabody, TandAb) ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) with a molecular mass of ∼100 kDa, i.e., twice the size of a diabody or scDb.[@cit0089] Efficient production of dimeric molecules was observed using middle linkers between 6 to 12 residues as shown for an anti-C19 × anti-CD3 TandAb.[@cit0092] This format was further developed to generate a tetravalent, bispecific TandAb for the retargeting of CD16A-positive NK cells to CD30-positive tumor cells. Here, 9-residue linkers composed of three GGS repeats were used for all three linkers.[@cit0093] This TandAb (AFM13) has been investigated in a clinical Phase 1 study in patients with relapsed or refractory Hodgkin lymphoma where it was well tolerated.[@cit0094] In another TandAb directed against CD33 and CD3, three different middle linkers (GGSG, GGSGG, GGSGGS) were applied.[@cit0095]

Yet another alternative applied to diabodies is the covalent linkage of the two chains through C-terminal cysteine residues. This was used to generate so-called dual-affinity retargeting (DART) proteins ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Initial examples included a bispecific DART directed against CD32B and CD16 with the VL domains linked to VH domains through a 8-residue linker (GGGSGGGG) and extension of the first chain at the C-terminus with either the sequence FNRGEC (derived from the IgG1 upper hinge) or LGGC and the second chain with either the sequence VEPKEC (derived from C-terminus of the kappa chain) or LGGC.[@cit0096] All modifications resulted in stable, disulfide-linked molecules retaining antigen-binding activity. The format was subsequently applied to other specificities, e.g., CD19 × CD3.[@cit0097]

Applying the diabody format, attempts to generate trivalent bispecific molecules have also been described. In one approach, an additional VHA domain was fused to the N-terminus of a VLA-VHB chain and coexpressed together with a polypeptide chain composed of VLA-VHA-VHA, using glycine-serine-rich linkers of 16 residues to connect the additional variable domains to the diabody core ([Fig. 2, box 3](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0099] In this study, a trivalent bispecific format with the composition VHA-VHA-VHB and VLB-VLA-VLA, i.e., with all VH domains on one chain and all VL domains on the other, was presented. The C-terminal domain was linked to the first two domains by a 16- or 14-residue linker, respectively, while the first two domains were connected by a GGGGS linker. Both types of triple-head molecules (BS6, BS8) could be produced in soluble and active form in E. coli, with possible applications for pretargeted delivery of radiolabeled bivalent haptens to tumor cells.[@cit0100]

Fab fusion protein {#s0003-0004}
------------------

Fc-less bispecific antibodies were obtained using Fabs as the building block to which additional binding units are fused. Fabs are heterodimeric molecules composed of a light chain and a heavy chain fragment (Fd) and can thus be used to generate bivalent, bispecific molecules, but also trivalent, bi- or trispecific fusion proteins, e.g., by fusing a scFv to the C-terminus of either the light chain or Fd (bibody Fab-L-scFv, Fab-H-scFv), or to both chains (tribody, Fab-(scFv)~2~) ([Fig. 2, box 5](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0101] In one example, the Fd chain included the first five amino acids of the upper hinge (EPSGP) and scFv were fused through a DVPSGPG or (G~4~S)~3~ linker to the C-terminus of the L and Fd chains.[@cit0101] This study showed that the VH and VL domains of the Fab greatly enhanced the CH1-CL^−^ mediated heterodimerization and secretion. All forms were fully functional in bispecific binding, and were described as having a low tendency to aggregate and to be stable in physiological conditions. As for other scFv fusion proteins, the linker connecting the scFv to the L chain or Fd and the domain order and linkage within the scFv orders can be adapted to obtain functional molecules and to modulate flexibility. For example, trivalent bispecific Fab-scFv and Fab(scFv)~2~ fusion proteins were generated targeting CD19 and CD16.[@cit0105] Here, the scFv was used in the VL-VH orientation, which included interdomain disulfide stabilization, and a GVPGGS linker for fusion to the Fab part. In another example, a disulfide-stabilized scFv was fused through a (G~4~S)~n~ linker to the Fab to make monovalent cMet binders.[@cit0106] Fusion of one or two additional binding site(s) to a Fab will result in bi- or trivalent molecules. Extending the Fab moiety to include the hinge region will result in tetravalent F(ab\')~2~-scFv fusion proteins covalently linked at the hinge region with a symmetric architecture ([Fig. 2, box 16](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), as shown for anti-dextran/anti-dansyl bispecific antibodies.[@cit0107] Generally, this approach can also be used for fusing single-domain antibodies or scaffold proteins to a Fab ([Fig. 2, box 5](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), e.g., as shown for Fab-H-VHH fusion proteins directed against HER2 and CD16.[@cit0108]

Fabs can also be fused at their C-termini via flexible linker peptides (instead of hinge-regions) to a strongly hereodimerizing Fab-like moiety. This generates TriFabs, trivalent, bispecific fusion proteins composed of three units with Fab-functionalities ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0109] TriFabs harbor two regular Fabs fused through flexible 20-residue peptide linkers, (G~4~S)~4~, to an asymmetric Fab-like entity as heterodimerization module (stem region). The latter is composed of a VH fused to a CH3 domain with a knob mutation (T366W) and a VL domain fused to a CH3 domain with matching hole mutations (T366S, L368A, Y407V) (see 3.2). To further increase stability, the variable domains of the stem region were stabilized by an interdomain disulfide bond (H44-L100).[@cit0110] The overall structure resembles that of an IgG, with the Fc region substituted by the stem region. The loss of hinge disulfide bonds in TriFabs was further compensated by introducing a disulfide bond between the CH3 domains (S354C-Y349C). Functionality was demonstrated for various bispecific TriFabs, e.g., directed against digoxigenin or biotin in the stem region and CD33, GPC3 or LeY in the outer Fab arms.

Fab-Fab fusion proteins can be generated by fusing the Fd chain of a first Fab arm to the N-terminus of the Fd chain of a second Fab arm, i.e., generating a polypeptide chain of the composition VHA-CH1-linker-VHB-CH1, and separate expression of the two light chains ([Fig. 2, box 5](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, the two light chains chain can pair randomly with both Fd chain, generating a total of four different molecules, only one being bispecific. To direct correct pairing of the cognate light and Fd chains, modifications can be introduced as described in section 3.4. One of these strategies, using orthogonal Fab, has already been applied to generate a bispecific Fab-Fab fusion protein directed against EGFR and CD3 for the retargeting of effector T cells to EGFR-expressing tumor cells. Interestingly, although the protein showed increased thermal stability compared to a tandem scFv, the tandem scFv was more potent in mediating killing of tumor cells, probably by affecting the intercellular distance and formation of immune synapses.[@cit0112]

The Fab can also be used as heterodimerization module to combine VH and VL domains of a second specificity. This was utilized to generate Fab-Fv fusions, by fusing a VH domain to the C-terminus of a Fd chain and a VL domain to the C-terminus of a light chain ([Fig. 2, box 5](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0113] Stabilization of the Fv part was achieved by introducing an interdomain disulfide bond between residues H44-L100 generating a Fab-dsFv molecule. These formats were applied for half-life extension of the Fab moiety, directed against a target antigen, with the Fv moiety binding to serum albumin. The Fab-dsFv was shown to be biophysically stable, retaining affinity for both antigens, and exhibiting pharmacokinetic properties in mice and cynomolgus monkeys similar to a PEGylated Fab\'.

Instead of using a Fab, it has been shown that a recombinant T cell receptor (TCR), composed of the extracellular region of the α and β chain resembling a Fab-like structure and capable of binding to MHC-displayed peptides, can be used to generate a bispecific molecule by fusing a scFv, for example, to the β-chain of the TCR through a flexible linker. These bispecific molecules (ImmTACs) ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) can recognize tumor cells through the TCR and are able to retarget effector T cells through a CD3-binding scFv.[@cit0114] Stabilization of the weakly associating α and β chain heterodimer was achieved by introducing a disulfide bond into the Cα - Cβ interface.[@cit0116]

Other Fc-less fusion proteins {#s0003-0005}
-----------------------------

Heterodimeric assembly of Fc-less antigen-binding sites, e.g., scFvs, can be achieved through the use of heterodimerizing peptides (miniantibodies) ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Such heterodimerizing peptides are known from various proteins, e.g., leucine zippers with a coiled coil structure. Heterodimer-forming "zipper" peptides derived form Jun and Fos proteins fused to Fab\' molecules or scFv molecules were used to produce bispecific heterodimers, e.g., by reduction, reshuffling, and reoxidation of homerdimeric Jun and Fos fusion protein preparations.[@cit0117] In another approach, two different scFvs were connected by a double helix motif (dhlx) that assembled into a four-helix bundle, thus generating tetravalent, bispecific molecules.[@cit0120]

The IgG CH1 and CL domains were also utilized to form heterodimeric, bispecific scFv fusion proteins ([Fig. 2, box 4](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) shown for a bispecific scFv-CH1/scFv-CL fusion protein directed against EGFR and CD2 and using the human γ1 CH1 and Cκ domains as heterodimerization module.[@cit0121] The CH1 and CL domains are covalently linked through a naturally occurring disulfide bond, which results in stable heterodimers. The option of varying the length of the flexible linkers connecting the N-terminal scFvs to the constant domains to allow molecules to span distant antigens was discussed. The CH1-CL heterodimerization module was further applied to generated bispecific single-domain antibody fusion proteins ([Fig. 2, box 4](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), e.g., for the retargeting of NK cells to tumor cells through binding to CD16 and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA).[@cit0122] Extending the CH1 with the hinge region futher allows homodimerization of two scFv-CH1-hinge/scFv-CL fusion proteins, generating tetravalent bispecific molecules ([Fig. 2, box 17](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This was applied to bispecific antibodies targeting HIV gp41 and the IgA receptor (CD89) on neutrophils.[@cit0123] Significant antibody-dependent cell-mediated viral inhibition (ADCVI) was observed for the bivalent scFv-CH1/scFv-CL fusion protein and the tetravalent scFv-CH1-hinge/scFv-CL fusion protein, while a tandem scFv against the same targets was described to be inactive.

The strategies we have described so far utilize direct fusion of different antigen-binding sites or the use of immunoglobulin-derived heterodimerization domains to generate bispecific antibodies. However, non-immunoglobulin heterodimerization modules may also be used to combine different binding sites in a non-covalent or covalent manner. One example is the so-called dock-and-lock method (DNL) utilizing heterodimeric assembly of the regulatory subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) and the anchoring domains (AD) of A kinase anchor proteins (AKAPs).[@cit0124] Here, an AD domain composed of 23 amino acid residues is fused to a first binding unit, and a 44 amino acid long dimerization and dock domain (DDD) is fused to a second binding unit. This results in assembly of a trimeric complex composed of one AD fusion protein and two DDD fusion proteins, which can be covalently linked through genetically introduced disulfide bonds between the AD and DDD moieties. Feasibility was shown for a bispecific, trivalent DNL-Fab~3~ protein ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) directed against CEA and histamine-succiny[l]{.smallcaps}-glycine (HSG).[@cit0124] The two fusion proteins (DDD fused through 14 residue linker to the C-terminus of CH1 domain of the anti-CEA Fab and the AD domain fused to the C-terminus of the CH1 domain of the anti-HSP Fab) were expressed separately and then combined, resulting in a bispecific molecule with two binding sites for CEA and one binding site for HSG, with applications for pretargeted radioimmunotherapy.[@cit0127] The DNL method was further used to generate Fab~2~-scFv molecules ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), with the scFv fused to an AD domain, and was applied to a variety of other specificities, including CD19, CD20, CD22, HLA-Dr, MUC5AC, Trop-2, and IGF-1R combined with an anti-CD3 antibody for T-cell retargeting, demonstrating the broad feasibility of this approach.[@cit0128] Furthermore, the DNL method can be used to generate hexavalent, bispecific IgG-Fab~4~ fusion proteins (see section 4.3 below).

Other examples of non-immunoglobulin heterodimerization modules with possible applications to generate bispecific antibodies include the barnase-barstar system, adapter/docking tag modules based on mutated RNase I fragments, and SNARE modules based on interaction of the three proteins syntaxin, synaptobrevin and SNAP25, which was further modified into a binary system.[@cit0129]

Albumin is a plasma protein that lacks any antibody-like effector functions, but exhibits a plasma half-life similar to IgG molecules due to FcRn recycling.[@cit0132] Fusing two scFvs or bispecific antibody molecules to albumin combines bispecificity with albumin-like properties [Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus fusion of two different scFvs to human serum albumin (HSA), one at the N-terminus and one at the C-terminus, substantially prolonged the half-life of the scFvs.[@cit0133] Similarly, fusion of a bispecific tandem scFv or scDb, respectively, with albumin had similar effects ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0133] This approach was adopted to generate scFv-HSA-scFv fusion proteins for dual targeting of HER2 and HER3 using a modified HSA (C34S, N503Q) to achieve greater homogeneity and short connector peptide linkers (AAS, AAAL) inserted at the N- and C-terminus of HSA, respectively, for fusion with the scFv moieties.[@cit0134] Of course, many other proteins can be used to generate bispecific fusion proteins, such as toxins ([Fig. 2, box 6](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), cytokines, chemokines, or growth factors, thus combining bispecificity, e.g., for dual targeting strategies, with effector functions.[@cit0135]

Additional antigen-binding sites grafted onto scFv {#s0003-0006}
--------------------------------------------------

A minimalistic bispecific antibody might comprise an antigen-binding site, e.g., a scFv, that is modified to contain a second binding site as an integral part of the scFv. Because the immunoglobulin fold is composed of β-sheets connected by loop structures, attempts were made to graft complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) onto the bottom of an scFv to generate bispecific molecules (χsFv).[@cit0137] Although this approach was not further developed for scFvs, a related approach was taken to graft an antigen-binding site into the bottom region of CH3 domains (see below section 4.5),[@cit0138] which might in principle also be applied to other domains, e.g., to the bottom loops of the CH1-CL pair of a Fab.

Bispecific IgGs with asymmetric architecture {#s0004}
============================================

All bispecific IgG molecules, i.e., bispecific antibodies indistinguishable in their composition from natural immunoglobulins, are bivalent and possess an asymmetric architecture due to the presence of, at least, different Fv regions. Depending of the method of preparation and origin of heavy and light chains, they may furthermore differ in the constant regions of the heavy or light chain.

Asymmetric IgGs with heavy and light chains from two different antibodies {#s0004-0001}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fusion of two antibody-producing cell lines, e.g., generating a hybrid-hybridoma (quadroma), allows the combination of the heavy and light chains of two different antibodies.[@cit0139] The resulting bispecific antibodies thus comprise the heavy and light chain of the first antibody and the heavy and light chain of the second antibody ([Fig. 2, box 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Heavy and light chain constant regions can be of the same isotype, but can also be of different isotype. They can even be from different species, a strategy utilized to generate triomabs.[@cit0140] Here, a mouse hybridoma is fused with a rat hybridoma, resulting in production of a bispecific, assymmetric hybrid IgG molecule ([Fig. 2, box 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Preferential pairing of light chains with its corresponding heavy chain was described.[@cit0141] Importantly, the heteromeric Fc part allows fractionated purification by protein A chromatography because of reduced binding, and elution from the column occurs already at a pH of around 5.8.[@cit0141]

Furthermore, cell lines producing two different heavy and light chains can be generated by genetic means. This allows use of heavy and light chains of defined composition, e.g., certain human isotypes, and implementation of mutated sequences. As discussed in the following sections, mutations can be introduced into the heavy chains as well as the light chains to either force correct assembly between the two heavy chains and cognate heavy and light chains, or to facilitate purification of correctly assembled bispecific antibodies.

Bispecific IgGs with an asymmetric Fc region - solving the heavy chain problem {#s0004-0002}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genetic engineering to force heterodimerization of heavy chains, described in the following section, solves one of the problems of bispecific IgG formation. Heterodimeric heavy chains can still assemble with two different light chains, resulting in four possible combinations, one bispecific molecule, one non-functional combination, and two monospecific molecules. Using this approach, the possible combinations is thus substantially reduced from 10 different molecules to just the 4 remaining combinations ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Heavy chain pairing is mediated by the last domain of the constant region, i.e., CH3 in IgG molecules, which forms high affinity homodimer complexes (K~D~ ∼10 pM). Further interactions reside in the hinge region responsible for covalent linkage of two heavy chains, which form after heavy chain assembly. Interaction in a CH3 homodimer involves ∼16 residues at the CH3-CH3 interface as shown for human γ1 CH3, with a patch formed by 6 residues (T366, L368, F405, Y407, and K409) at the center of the interface strongly contributing to stability.[@cit0142] Figure 3.Combinatorial diversity of bispecific IgGs Overview of possible combinations to arrange heavy and light chains from two different antibodies, including strategies to overcome incorrect heavy chain and heavy-light chain pairing.

Various strategies developed during the past two decades use either steric or electrostatic steering effects, or combination thereof, as well as formation of defined interchain disulfides, to generate a complementary interface favoring heterodimerization over homodimerization ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Table 1.Fc heterodimerization.strategyCH3 domain 1CH3 domain 2disulfide bond in CH3Referencesknobs-into-holes (Y-T)T366YY407Tno[@cit0143]knobs-into-holes (CW-CSAV)S354C, T366WY349C, T366S, L368A, Y407Vyes[@cit0145; @cit0146]HA-TFS364H, F405AY349T, T394F [@cit0163]ZW1 (VYAV-VLLW)T350V, L351Y, F405A, Y407VT350V, T366L, K392L, T394Wno[@cit0164]CH3 charge pairs (DD-KK)K392D, K409DE356K, D399Kno[@cit0166]IgG1 hinge/CH3 charge pairs (EEE-RRR)IgG1: D221E, P228E, L368EIgG1: D221R, P228R, K409Rno[@cit0170]IgG2 hinge/CH3 charge pairs (EEE-RRRR)IgG2: C223E, P228E, L368EIgG2: C223R, E225R, P228R, K409Rno[@cit0170]EW-RVTK360E, K409W,Q347R, D399V, F405Tno[@cit0171]EW-RVT~S-S~K360E, K409W, Y349CQ347R, D399V, F405T, S354Cyes[@cit0172]Biclonic366K (+351K)351D or E or D at 349, 368, 349, or 349 + 355no[@cit0169]DuoBody (L-R)F405LK409Rno[@cit0175]SEEDbodyIgG/A chimeraIgG/A chimerano[@cit0178]BEATresidues from TCRα interfaceresidues from TCRβ interfaceno[@cit0181]7.8.60 (DMA-RRVV)K360D, D399M, Y407AE345R, Q347R, T366V, K409Vno[@cit0183]20.8.34 (SYMV-GDQA)Y349S, K370Y, T366M, K409VE356G, E357D, S364Q, Y407Ano[@cit0183] Figure 4.Strategies to generate bispecific IgGs Overview of strategies to generate bispecific IgG molecules including strategies to force correct assembly of heavy chains and / or heavy-light chains, or utilizing postproduction purification or assembly strategies.

Inspired by the "knobs-into-holes" model proposed by Crick to describe packing of amino acids side chains between two α-helices, Ridgway and coworkers adopted this approach to generate a CH3 interface favoring heterodimeric assembly by replacing small side chains on one CH3 interface with larger ones to generate a knob, and replacing large side chains on the other CH3 domain with smaller ones to generate a hole.[@cit0143] Testing variants demonstrated a preferential heterodimerization with substitution T366Y in one chain and Y407T on the other chain. These original knobs-into-holes mutations were, for example, used to produce an IgG directed against HER2 and IGF-1R.[@cit0144] The knobs-into-holes approach was subsequently extended to identify further suitable combinations by phage display.[@cit0145] These mutations were then used to generate bispecific IgG antibodies ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), testing additional substitutions to allow for disulfide bond formation. One variant showed \> 95% heterodimer formation (S354C, T366W / Y349C, T366S, L368A, Y407V) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). This heterodimeric heavy chain was then applied to construct a bispecific antibody against Mlp and HER3 from scFv using an identical VL domain, thus expressing a common light chain.[@cit0146] The heteromeric heavy chains produced functional bispecific antibodies, allowed purification by protein A chromatography and retained Fc-mediated effector functions, such as ADCC.

The knobs-into-holes technique was widely adopted, and now forms a versatile basis of producing bispecific IgG molecules,[@cit0147] and derivatives thereof, including trivalent Ig-like antibodies, and bispecific Fc and CH3 fusion proteins ([Fig, 2, boxes 7--9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0106] Another example is T-cell retargeting bispecific antibodies. To avoid systemic activation of T cells through bivalent binding to CD3, molecules exhibiting only one binding site for CD3 were designed. This includes scFv-Fc(KIH), with one scFv on each Fc chain, and tandem-scFv-Fc(KIH) (BiTE-KIH), with the tandem scFv fused to one of the Fc chain ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0161] In this study, the CD3 binding moiety was either fused to the knob- or hole-containing Fc chain, KIH or KIH^r^, respectively. Interestingly, the BiTE-KIH^r^ outperformed the BiTE-KIH in terms of expression titers. However, no differences were observed regarding T-cell activation and tumor cell lysis. In a similar approach, an Fc-KIH was used to generate bivalent, bispecific scFv-Fc fusion proteins directed against CD16 and HER2 for the retargeting of NK cells to tumor cells.[@cit0155]

Monovalent binding can also be essential for antibodies targeting cell surface receptors, such as c-MET, in order to avoid receptor cross-linking and activation. Bispecific antibodies binding monovalently to cell surface receptors, with application for dual targeting and neutralization of two different receptors, were generated by fusing a Fab arm to the N-terminus of an Fc-hole chain and a disulfide-stabilized scFv to the C-terminus of the same Fc chain, and co-expression with an unfused Fc-knob ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0106]

Fusion of a VH domain to the C-terminus of one Fc(kih) chain and the VL domain either expressed separately or fused to the C-terminus of the other resulted in a bispecific, trivalent IgG-Fv (mAb-Fv) fusion protein, with the Fv stabilized by a interdomain disulfide bond ([Fig. 2, box 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0158] Flexibility of the Fv in the IgG-Fv fusion could be further increased by introducing a proteolytic cleavage site, e.g., for furin or MMP, in the linker connecting the VL domain with the Fc chain ([Fig. 2, box 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). After cleavage, this resulted in a bispecific molecule with the C-terminal Fv connected only through the VH domain to the IgG. Similarly, a scFv-Fc-Fv fusion protein was generated that exhibited two binding sites for EGFR (scFv fused to the N-terminus of the Fc chain) and one for LPS (VH fused to the C-terminus of the Fc(knob) and VL fused to the C-terminus of Fc(hole)) ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0162] Further derivatives of bispecific IgG(kih) antibodies include TriMAbs.[@cit0157] Here, one or two disulfide-stabilized scFvs are fused to one or both Fc(kih) chains resulting in trispecific, trivalent or tetravalent antibodies, respectively ([Fig, 2, box 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This was shown for TriMAbs targeting EGFR, IGF-1R and either cMet or HER3. In this approach, the Fab was composed of a single-chain Fab (see section 3.3) with disulfide-stabilized Fv domains (scFab-Fc(kih)-scFv~2~, scFab-Fc(kih)-scFv).

Recently, the knobs-into-holes strategy was expanded to other IgG isotypes to generate IgG4 heterodimers, which are per se deficient in Fcγ-mediated effector functions, to produce, for example, bispecific antibodies directed against IL-4 and IL-13.[@cit0154]

Use of structure- and sequence-based approaches to explore energies of paired variant combinations at the interface across the CH3 dimer yielded a HA-TF variant (S364H, F405A / Y349T, 394F) that showed ∼83% heterodimer formation in the context of a bispecific mAb-Fv (IgG-Fv, mAb-Fv) molecule, developed for co-targeting of HER2 (bivalent binding) and CD3 (monovalent binding) ([Fig. 2, box 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). Further examples using this CH3 heterodimerization module include mono- and bivalent scFv-Fc fusion proteins.[@cit0163]

Another rational structure-guided approach resulted in a set of mutations that were reported to have a high thermal stability and to form pure heterodimers with no detectable homodimers. The Fc design (ZW1) included T350V, L351Y, F405A, and Y407V substitutions in the first Fc chain and T350V, T366L, K392L, and T394W substitutions in the second Fc chain, used to produce a bispecific IgG comprising a common light chain ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0164]

While the strategies described above mainly depend on hydrophobic interactions, other approaches utilize electrostatic interactions (steering) to avoid homodimerization of CH3 domains by electrostatic repulsion and to direct heterodimerization by electrostatic attraction. In the wild-type CH3 domains, two charge interactions between K409 and D399 are found at the CH3-CH3 interface. Substituting K409 in one CH3 domain by an aspartate and, in the other CH3 domain, D399 by a lysine was found to favor formation of CH3 heterodimers.[@cit0166] Introducing further substitutions, e.g., K392D in one chain and E356K in the other chain, resulted in almost exclusive heterodimer formation. Introduction of further charged pairs impaired productivity. This approach, using two charge pair substitutions (K409D, K392D / D399K, E356K; CH3 charge pairs) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) was applied to generate a bispecific scFv-Fc fusion protein directed against CD3 and TARTK ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), and more recently to generate bispecific IgGs ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) directed against EGFR and HER2 or sclerostin and DKK-1.[@cit0167] This included the introduction of new charge pairs into the Fab arms (see also section 3.4) to direct correct light chain pairing.

Electrostatic steering effects are also used in Biclonics, which are bispecific antibodies utilizing a common light chain and heterodimerizing heavy chains.[@cit0169] Here, residues in one CH3 (366, 366 + 351) are substituted by a positively charge lysine residue, and one or more residues in the second CH3 (e.g., 349, 351, 355, 368) are substituted by negatively charged glutamic acid or aspartic acid residues ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). One bispecific antibody based on this technology (MCLA-128) directed against HER2 and HER3 is currently in a clinical Phase 1/2 trial.

Preferential heavy chain heterodimerization is also achieved by introducing charge pairs into the hinge region of IgG1 and IgG2 ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0170] For IgG1, these hinge substitutions comprise D221E, P228E in the first hinge and D221R and P228R in the second hinge ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). For IgG2, substitutions comprise C223E and P228E in one hinge region and C223R, E225R, P228R in the other hinge region ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). Here, E225R is able to form an electrostatic interaction with a naturally occurring glutamic acid at position 225, thus only two substitutions are required in the first IgG2 hinge. Combining these mutations with L368E and K409R, respectively, in the CH3 domains forced heterodimeric assembly. Applicability was shown for anti-EGFR x anti-HER2, as well as an anti-CD3 x anti-CD20 bispecific IgG antibodies, utilizing separate expression of the two antibodies and subsequent assembly from half antibodies (see section 3.3).[@cit0170]

In another study, mutations favoring heterodimeric assembly of CH3 domains were identified by, firstly, substituting charged residues around the rim of the preserved hydrophobic core (L351, T366, L368, Y407) with larger or smaller hydrophobic amino acids to replace the symmetric electrostatic interactions with asymmetric hydrophobic ones, and, secondly, substituting amino acids weakly involved in interaction with amino acids carrying charged, long side chains to form asymmetric long-range electrostatic interactions.[@cit0171] This resulted in a final combination of K360E, K409W in one CH3 with Q347R, D399V, F405T in the other CH3 (EW-RVT) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). Functionality was demonstrated for a bispecific scFv-Fc heterodimer targeting VEGFR-2 and Met ([Fig, 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Introducing a disulfide bond into the CH3 domain (Y349C in the first domain and S354C in the second domain) increased heterodimer formation and thermodynamic stability.[@cit0172] Furthermore, using yeast surface-displayed combinatorial Fc libraries, variants carrying different mutations and exhibiting high heterodimerization yields (80-90%) were selected.[@cit0173]

Based on the observation that IgG4 antibodies are able to exchange their Fab arms, a dynamic process that involves separation of the two heavy chains and reassembly into full IgG4. This process was attributed to IgG4 core hinge sequences in conjugation with residues in the CH3 domain.[@cit0174] This natural process of Fab arm exchange in IgG4 was adapted to generate stable bispecific IgG1 molecules by controlled Fab arm exchange (cFAE).[@cit0175] Screening of mutations in the CH3 domain allowing cFAE in the context of a K409R mutation in a corresponding CH3 resulted in the identification of mutation F405L, which allowed efficient exchange of half antibodies of separately expressed antibodies after mixing and mild reduction with β-mercaptoethanol ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0176] Scalability of this process was demonstrated for an anti-EGFR x anti-CD20 bispecific IgG (DuoBody) ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in \> 95% bispecific molecules.[@cit0177]

Complementarity in the CH3 interface allowing for a heterodimeric assembly of Fc chains was developed by designing strand-exchange engineered domain (SEED) heterodimers ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). These SEED CH3 domains are composed of alternating segments derived from human IgA and IgG CH3 sequences (AG SEED CH3 and GA SEED CH3) and were used to generate so-called SEEDbodies.[@cit0178] Because molecular models suggested that interaction with FcRn is impaired in the AG SEED CH3, residues at the CH2-CH3 junction were returned to IgG sequences. Pharmacokinetic studies confirmed that the half-life of SEEDbodies was comparable to other Fc fusion proteins and IgG1.[@cit0179] As examples of SEEDbodies, bispecific Fab-scFv-Fc and scFv-Fc fusion protein targeting two different epitopes on EGFR were generated ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0180] This biparatopic antibody demonstrated enhanced activity, similar to the combination of the two parental antibodies.

A further CH3 heterodimerizing interface was generated by mimicking the natural association of the T-cell receptor α and β chains.[@cit0181] This technology, Bispecific Engagement by Antibodies based on the T cell receptor (BEAT) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}), was applied to generate a Fab/scFv-Fc fusion protein in which light chain mispairing was avoided ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This approach was used to generate a bispecific antibody directed against CD3 and HER2 for T-cell retargeting.[@cit0182]

Leaver-Fay and coworkers[@cit0183] applied multistage design (MSD), an approach that designs for multiple protein stages simultaneously, to generate a set of CH3 mutations at the Fc interface. Two sets (7.8.60 and 20.8.34) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) were used to generate bispecific IgGs derived from pertuzumab (anti-HER2), matuzumab (anti-EGFR), BHA10 (anti-LTβR), and MetMAb (anti-cMet), in combination with orthogonal Fab interface mutations,[@cit0184] yielding in all cases at least 93% of bispecific antibodies.

Heterodimeric assembly of heavy chains can be also achieved by using a separate heterodimerization module that is subsequently removed from the bispecific antibody. This strategy was applied by employing a leucine zipper structure derived from Acid.p1 (Ap1) and Base.p1 (Bp1) peptides fused to the C-terminus of the two heavy chains.[@cit0185] This LUZ-Y platform was used to generate monovalent Fab-Fc fusion proteins, but also bispecific IgGs based on a common light chain or scFab arms directed against EGFR and HER3 ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The introduction of a proteolytic cleavage site between the C-terminus of the Fc chain and the leucine zipper sequences allowes removal of the leucine zipper, yielding bispecific IgG antibody with a natural composition.

Post-assembly approaches to purify bispecific antibodies {#s0004-0003}
--------------------------------------------------------

While the strategies described above rely on modifications to generate heterodimeric heavy chain pairs at the level of heavy chain assembly, other mutations in the Fc region are intended to facilitate purification of heterodimeric antibodies, i.e., work at the post-assembly level similar to the strategy used for Triomabs ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0141] Mutations were introduced into the Fc region to allow fractionated elution by protein A chromatography. For example, substituting H435 with arginine and Y436 with phenylalanine, derived form corresponding IgG3 residues, in the CH3 domain of an IgG1 heavy chain resulted in a Fc chain (Fc\*) with ablated Fc-protein A binding ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0186] Thus, homodimeric Fc\*-Fc\* containing antibodies will not bind to the column, while heterodimeric FcFc\* comprising bispecific antibodies will have a decreased affinity for protein A. However, protein A can also bind to the VH domain of antibodies derived from VH3 gene segment family, which was shown to interfere with separation of FcFc and FcFc\* dimers. This was solved by the use of a protein A-derived Z-domain with negligible binding to variable domains, allowing separation of bispecific antibodies from homodimeric FcFc-comprising antibodies.

Another strategy relying on post-assembly purification steps is the use of a common heavy chain, but different light chains. In this type of molecule, a defined variable domain of the heavy chain is combined with different VL domains to form antigen-binding sites with different specificity. Thus, asymmetry resides solely in the Fab arms. This approach is utilized in κ/λ bodies, which requires expression of 3 polypeptide chains: one heavy chain and two light chains (one kappa and one lambda light chain) ([Fig. 2, box 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0188] Binding sites comprising a common VH domain can either be generated using library selections with a generic VH domain, allowing the de novo isolation of two antibodies sharing the same VH, or using the VH from an existing monoclonal antibody, which is then combined with a repertoire of VL domains for selection of an antibody with a second specificity. Importantly, one of the binding site must be a Vκ and the other Vλ. This was shown for a panel of human antigens, demonstrating that this approach can be generalized. The common heavy chain and the two light chains are then expressed in the same cell and bispecific antibodies are purified by three-step chromatography applying: 1) a IgG-CH1 Capture Select or protein A affinity chromatography step, followed by 2) KappaSelect, and 3) LambdaFabSelect affinity chromatography steps. This approach does not require any genetic modifications of heavy and light chains, and thus results in bispecific antibodies with natural sequences. However, yields may be lower than with forced heterodimerization approaches as 'wrong' molecules are produced to a significant degree (∼50%) within the producer cell.

Solving the light chain problem in asymmetric antibodies by genetic engineering {#s0004-0004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While the use of modifications to force heterodimerization of Fc regions solves the heavy chain problem, these approaches still suffer from the light chain problem. Thus, using two different light chains still allows the generation of four different combinations, with only one being bispecific ([Fig. 3, 4](#f0003 f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Approaches have, therefore, been developed to allow the correct pairing of cognate heavy and light chains (summarized in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}) in combination with Fc-modified heavy chains (summarized in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Fab arm heterodimerization.strategyVHCH1 domainVLCL domainReferencesCrossMab^CH1-CL^---CL domain---CH1 domain[@cit0156]orthogonal Fab VH~VRD1~CH1~CRD2~ - VL~VRD1~Cλ~CRD2~39K, 62EH172A, F174G1R, 38D, (36F)L135Y, S176W[@cit0184]orthogonal Fab VH~VRD2~CH1~wt~ - VL~VRD2~Cλ~wt~39Y---38R---[@cit0184]TCR CαCβ39KTCR Cα38DTCR Cβ[@cit0203]CR3---T192E---N137K, S114A[@cit0204]MUT4---L143Q, S188V---V133T, S176V[@cit0204]DuetMab---F126C---S121C[@cit0205; @cit0206]

The first approach described involved use of a common light chain.[@cit0146] This was based on the observation that antibodies isolated from phage display libraries against diverse antigens often use the same VL domain, reflecting the very limited size of the L chain repertoire in the phage library. In combination with the knobs-into-holes modification of the heavy chain, bispecific IgG molecules, e.g., directed against HER3 and Mpl, were generated. Various bispecific IgGs with a common light chain have subsequently been produced using, for example, the knobs-into-holes modification, but also other Fc modifications ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0148]

Although not yet applied to generate bispecific antibodies, surrobodies might be an alternative to the use of a common light chain. Surrobodies are based on Fabs that use a surrogate light chain composed of a λ5 domain fused to the VpreB domain.[@cit0189] Combinatorial libraries based on the surrobody format have been selected against various antigens and, for example, used to generate a dual-acting DR4 and DR5 agonistic antibody. The approach thus should also be applicable to generate bispecific antibodies.[@cit0191]

Several of the Fc modifications described above utilized scFvs fused to the Fc chains to generate bispecific antibodies in order to circumvent the light chain problem.[@cit0155] Based on the finding that Fabs can be expressed as single-chain derivatives (scFab to connect the C-terminus of the light chain with the N-terminus of the VH domain), full IgG molecules were generated by the expression of a single polypeptide comprising a light chain connected to a heavy chain.[@cit0192] Linkers with a lengths of 30 residues, e.g., (G~4~S)~6~, to 38 residues have been utilized, including deletions of the connecting disulfide bond between CH1 and CL. An improved scFab platform was described for disulfide-linked scFab molecules using a linker of 60 flexible residues.[@cit0195] A (G~4~S)~6~ linker was applied to generate a bispecific Fab-Fc fusion protein combined with knobs-into-holes mutations in the Fc region, which was further modified through C-terminal fusion of scFvs to obtain trispecific, trivalent and tetravalent molcules ([Fig. 2, box 7, 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), e.g., for targeting EGFR, IGF-1R, and either cMet or HER3.[@cit0157] This was recently extended to generate tetravalent, tetraspecific IgG-scFv fusion proteins directed against EGFR, IGF-1R, cMet, and HER3 by utilizing either one Fab and one scFab arm, or two scFab with different specificity ([Fig. 2, box 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0196] The scFab format was also combined with the LUZ-Y Fc heterodmerization strategy ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Here, proteolytic cleavage sites were introduced into the Fab linker to allow removal of the linkers from the correctly assembled bispecific IgG molecules.[@cit0185] Furthermore, scFab were combined with unmodified Fabs to generate bispecific Fab-scFab-Fc fusion proteins in combination with Fc(kih) (OAscFab-IgG format), as shown for a bispecific IgG targeting EGFR and IGF-1R, which could be expressed at high yields.[@cit0160]

The CrossMab technology represents a different approach. Here, in the context of knobs-into-holes heavy chains, either the light chain of one Fab arm is exchanged by the Fd of the corresponding heavy chain (CrossMab^Fab^), or only one pair of the variable (CrossMab^VH-VL^) or constant domain (CrossMab^CH1-CL^) of one Fab are is swapped between the light and heavy chain ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0156] This results in pairing of the unmodified light chain with the corresponding unmodified heavy chain and pairing of the modified light chain with the corresponding modified heavy chain ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Exemplified for a bispecific CrossMab directed against VEGF and Ang-2, simultaneous antigen binding with unaltered affinity was demonstrated, with the CrossMab^CH1-CL^ showing a superior side-product profile. In a subsequent study, this antibody (A2V) was able to reprogram tumor-associated macrophages, leading to a prolong survival in a number of extracranial tumor models.[@cit0198] The antibody (RG7716, RO6867461) is currently in clinical development. In a recent study, the CrossMab^CH1-CL^ format was applied to generate bispecific antibodies directed against the HIV Env protein and CD4/CCR5 for virus neutralization.[@cit0199] Here, heterogeneity was observed in the original CrossMabs due to incorrect pairing of the unmodified light chain, which could be improved by introducing additional mutations into this chain. The CrossMab approach has developed into a versatile platform technology, allowing not only generation of bivalent, bispecific IgG molecules, but also tri- and tetravalent, bispecific IgG fusion proteins. e.g., by fusing an additional Fab to the N-terminus one of the knobs-into-holes heavy chains, or two CrossMab Fab arms to the C-terminus of homodimerizing heavy chains ([Fig. 2, box 1, 8](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Many other formats are enabled by the CrossMab technology, including bispecific, trivalent and tetravalent IgG-Fab fusion proteins, e.g., to generate bispecific molecules with one binding site for CD3 and two for a tumor-associated antigen.[@cit0200] The concept was further evolved to generate tetravalent, tetraspecific four-in-1 antibodies by applying a knobs-into-holes Fc region and the CrossMab technology to two-in-1 Fab arms (see below).[@cit0202]

Another solution to the light chain problem is the genetic engineering of the light and heavy chain interface to generate an orthogonal interface that allows a light chain to interact with higher affinity with its cognate heavy chain ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). Here, the interaction between the variable domains (VH-VL pair) and the first constant domains (CH1-CL) is modified. Testing various modifications identified by a multistage design application, a set of mutations was established that favors pairing of the orthogonal Fabs.[@cit0184] These modification were applied to generate various bispecific IgG molecules, e.g., directed against EGFR x cMET, EGFR x HER2, Axl x cMet, and EGFR x LTβR, or against two epitopes on HER2 by combining the binding site of trastuzumab with that of pertuzumab.[@cit0184] Here, Fc heterodimerization was achieved through electrostatic steering effects introduced into the CH3 domain.[@cit0166] For example, a bispecific antibody with orthogonal Fab arms based on pertuzumab (anti-HER2) and matuzumab (anti-EGFR), both with a lambda light chain, were generated by substituting Q39K, R62E, H172A, F174G in the heavy chain and D1R, Q38R, L135Y, S176W in the light chain of pertuzumab (VRD1CRD2 modifications) combined with Q39Y in the heavy chain and Q38R in the light chain of matuzumab (VRD2 modifications), yielding 90% correct light chain assembly ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).

A further attempt to direct light chain pairing with its cognate heavy chain Fd involved substituting the CH1 and CL domains of one Fab arm with the Cα and Cβ domains from the T-cell receptor (TCR).[@cit0203] This was applied to generate either a Fab-IgG molecule with the Fab arm fused with a (G~4~S)~5~ linker to the N-terminus of the heavy chain, or an IgG-Fab molecule molecule with the Fab arm fused with a (G~4~S)~4~ linker to the C-terminus of the heavy chain, exemplified for bispecific antibodies derived from trastuzumab and pertuzumab ([Fig. 2, box 1](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, probably due to strong VH/VL interactions of the trastuzumab binding site, only a small fraction showed correct Fab arm pairings. This was improved to some extent by introducing an additional mutation in the VL domains (Y36F) to weaken the VH-VL interaction, as well as introducing a charge-charge interaction between the VL and VH domains (VL Q38D, VH Q39K) in the trastuzumab Fv ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}).

Paired mutations in the CH1-CL interface were further developed in the context of a tetravalent Fab-IgG fusion protein (see section 4.3).[@cit0204] Based on three-dimensional (3D) structure modeling and energetic considerations, two modifications were tested. In a first approach (CR3), a pair of interacting polar interface residues were substituted by a pair of neutral and salt bridge-forming residues (T192E in CH1, N137K in CL), complemented by substituting S114 by an alanine to avoid steric clashes with the bigger lysine side chain. In the second appraoch based hydrophobicity-polarity-swap (MUT4), a double mutation was introduced in each chain (L143Q and S188V in CH1, V133T and S176V in CL) ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). In vitro testing showed that superior activity of CR3 due to better stability and highest functional activity of the bispecific antibodies.

In the DuetMab approach, correct Fab arm pairing was achieved by replacing the native disulfide bond in one of the CH1-CL interfaces with an engineered disulfide bond.[@cit0205] A comparison of various mutations identified heavy chain F126C in combination with light chain S121C, which yielded ∼98% bispecific molecules ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). In combination with a knobs-into-holes Fc modification, this was applied to generate various bispecific IgG molecules, e.g., directed against EGFR and HER2 or CD4 and CD70, which could be produced in a highly purified and active form ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).

Solving the light chain problem by post-production assembly from half-antibodies {#s0004-0005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All of the above described modifications use genetic engineering of the heavy and light to allow correct assembly of the different heavy and light chains expressed in the same cell. However, there is also the possibility of generating bispecific IgG molecules through assembly of two half-antibodies composed of only one heavy chain paired with its cognate light chain ([Fig 3, 4](#f0003 f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Here, it is sufficient to introduce modifications into the heavy chain Fc to favor heterodimerization or to allow separation by protein A or G chromatography. A proof-of-concept was initially demonstrated for a hingeless bispecific IgG with a knobs-into-holes Fc.[@cit0153] The two antibodies were separately expressed in E. coli, purified by protein A and additional chromatography steps, then annealing of the two half-antibodies yielded bispecific IgG molecules.

A further development of this approach is the co-culture of two bacterial cells, each expressing a half-antibody. After lysis of the bacterial cells, the half-antibodies assemble into bispecific IgGs, as shown for example for an anti-EGFR x anti MET IgG.[@cit0149] The ratio of the two different bacterial clones had to be adjusted to yield the optimal amount of each antibody. Thus, a 60:40 ratio of anti-MET:anti-EGFR antibody was found to be optimal. Purification included protein A chromatography followed by hydrophobic interaction chromatography to remove remaining half-antibodies. Importantly, co-culturing removes the need for redox steps. The approach was utilized to generate bispecific IgG directed against IL-13 and IL-4 or against HER2 and CD3.[@cit0150] This neutralizing bispecific antibody does not require ADCC or other Fc-mediated effector functions.

Assembly of half-antibodies was further applied to generate bispecific antibodies carrying charge pairs in the hinge region and the CH3 domain of IgG1 (EEE - RRR) and IgG2 (EEE - RRRR) ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0170] Here, the two antibodies were separately expressed in HEK293 and purified by protein A chromatography. The purified antibodies were then subjected to mild reduction to obtain half-antibodies, which were then assembled into bispecific IgGs by mixing equimolar rations incubated at 37 °C overnight in the presence of a mild reducing agent. The use of a mammalian expression system allows production of glycosylated antibodies with unaltered Fc effector functions, which was also applied to produce knobs-into-holes bispecific IgGs.[@cit0147]

Asymmetric Fc and CH3 fusion proteins {#s0004-0006}
-------------------------------------

The above described Fc modifications further allow generation of bispecific Fc or CH3 fusion proteins, and several examples have been described. Here, different binding modules, such as scFv, Fab and scFab units, have been applied. Fusing an scFv moiety with different specificity to each of the two Fc chains results in a bivalent, bispecific scFv-Fc fusion protein that has IgG-like properties, despite being ∼25 kDa smaller in size. This was utilized for knobs-into-holes Fc regions, heterodimeric Fc regions with charge pairs in the CH3 domain, and EW-RVT modified Fc region described above ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0155] Alternatively, a Fab can be combined with a scFv, e.g., each fused to the N-terminus of one of the heterodimerizing Fc chains, generating a Fab-scFv-Fc fusion protein ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This approach was demonstrated, for example, applying the BEAT Fc modifications.[@cit0181] A variation of this approach is the use of the heterodimerizing CH3 domains, for instance shown for bispecific scFv CH3 fusion proteins ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, a bispecific bivalent fusion protein (minibody) was generated fusing an anti-HER2 scFv to the N-terminus of one of the CH3 domains and an anti-CD16 scFv to the other CH3 domain, with the CH3 domains further stabilized by C-terminal disulfide bonds.[@cit0152] This format was further extended to generate a bispecific trivalent minibody by fusing an additional anti-HER2 scFv to the C-terminus of the first CH3 domain ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, heterodimeric Fc regions have been employed in which both binding sites were fused to one of the Fc chains and then co-expressed with the corresponding unfused Fc chain ([Fig. 2, box 15](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, a bispecific Fab-Fc-scFv fusion protein was generated by fusing an anti-Met Fab to the N-terminus and an anti-digoxigenin disulfide-stabilized scFv to the C-terminus of the "hole"-containing Fc chain.[@cit0106] In another study, a bispecific tandem scFv was fused to the N-terminus of one of the Fc chains, resulting also in a bispecific, bivalent fusion protein.[@cit0161] In another study, a DART-Fc fusion protein was generated with one of the chains of a DART molecule fused to the N-terminus of a knob-containing Fc chain, with co-expression of an unfused hole Fc chain and the second DART chain ([Fig. 2, box 9](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0097] Alternatively, using a knobs-into-holes Fc region, one of the DART chains was fused to the first Fc chain and the second DART chain was fused to the second chain, with two chains then covalently linked by a DART disulfide bond as a substitute of the hinge region.[@cit0207] These DART-Fc fusion proteins are being developed for T-cell retargeting through a CD3 binding site. To avoid any immune cell activation through the Fc, an effector-deficient Fc was used. These strategies allow the combination of the properties of a bispecific and bivalent antibody moiety with the half-life extension properties of the Fc region.

Bispecific antibodies with a symmetric architecture {#s0005}
===================================================

Appended IgGs: fusion of scFv {#s0005-0001}
-----------------------------

Fusion of an additional binding site to either the heavy or light chain is a simple and straight-forward solution to overcome the random heavy and light chain pairing. It requires, however, that the additional binding site is expressed by a single polypeptide chain, or that the additional binding site is encoded by polypeptide chains that do not interfere with the light chain-heavy chain interaction of the master antibody. ScFv, but also single-domain antibodies and alternative scaffold proteins, are suitable fusion partners. These appended IgG-based molecules have a symmetric architecture and are tetravalent, possessing two binding sites for each antigen, produced by expression of four polypeptide chains ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).

This approach was first described in 1997 by Coloma and Morrison[@cit0107] who fused an anti-dansyl scFv to either the C-terminus of the heavy chain CH3 domain of an anti-dextran antibody or to the C-terminal end of the hinge region. A short G~3~S linker was used to connect the C-terminus of the heavy chain fragment to the N-terminus of the VH domain of the scFv. Coexpression of the corresponding anti-dextran light chain resulted in an IgG-HC-scFv (CH3-scFv) or F(ab\')~2~-scFv~2~ (Hinge-scFv) fusion protein comprising four binding sites, two for each antigen ([Fig. 2, box 10, 16](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The molecular mass of these bispecific fusion proteins is 200 kDa for the IgG-scFv and 150 kDa for the F(ab\')~2~-scFv~2~. These bispecific antibodies were able to bind to both antigens, although a somewhat reduced affinity for the scFv-encoded specificity was found.

The approach was further extended by fusing an scFv to the N-terminus of a heavy ([Fig. 2, box 1](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) or light chain (scFv-HC-IgG, scFv-LC-IgG) ([Fig. 2, box 11](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), respectively, or to both heavy and light chains (scFv-HC/LC-IgG) ([Fig. 2, box 12](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), the latter being trispecific, as shown for targeting of EphA2, EphA4, and C5a.[@cit0208] Interchain disulfide-stabilization of the Fv regions improved the stability and reduced the aggregation tendency of such molecules.[@cit0209] The fusion proteins maintained high expression level, thermostability, and protease resistance. They also maintained Fc effector functions and half-life similar to the parental IgG antibodies. Fusion of an scFv to the C-terminus of an IgG light chain (IgG-LC-scFv) also results in functional bispecific antibodies,[@cit0210] many of which are stable and behave in the same manner as 'regular' IgGs. In some instances, a disruption of the disulfide bond between light and heavy chain can be observed.[@cit0212] Thus, each of the termini of light and heavy chain of an IgG can be utilized to generate appended, bispecific IgG molecules. It was further shown that even trispecific antibodies can be obtained by fusing a tandem scFv to a heavy chain C-terminus or to the N-termini of heavy and light chain ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0208] One can further imagine that multivalent molecules, including tri- or multispecific antibodies, can be produced by fusing scFv molecules of the same or different specificity to the N- or C-terminus of the light or heavy chain of an antibody, although this might affect accessibility of the different antigens within one molecule.

Fusing a scFv to the CH1 of a heavy chain and another scFv to the CL domain of a light chain results in a tetravalent, bispecific antibody (scFv~4~-Ig) exhibiting four scFv moieties at the N-termini of the constant regions ([Fig. 2, box 12](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This approach was initially applied to generate a bispecific antibody directed against two epitopes on VEGF receptor and subsequently used by the same group to produce an anti-EGFR x anti-IGF1-R bispecific antibody for dual targeting of tumor cells.[@cit0213]

The same format was used to combine EGFR-specific scFv with anti-CD3 scFv for the retargeting of T cells to tumor cells.[@cit0214] A comparison of this antibody with an equivalent scDb-Fc fusion protein ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated the highest cytotoxicity in vitro. However, due to the high molecular mass (∼200 kDa), difficulty with the preparation of sufficient amounts of recombinant protein were reported, and thus the scDb-Fc format was favored.[@cit0215]

A critical issue to be considered for IgG scFv fusion proteins is the linker connecting the scFv moiety to the IgG. The linker has to be stable and ideally flexible, and fusion should not interfere with antigen binding activity of the scFv and the IgG binding site. Fusing the scFv to the C-terminus of either the heavy or light chain keeps the IgG binding site unaffected. However, in this case the connection will be to the N-terminus of the scFv, i.e., close to its antigen-binding site. Typical linkers used for IgG-scFv fusion proteins are composed of 2 or 3 repeats of G~4~S.[@cit0216] Also other linkers such as a hydrophilic helical linker, e.g., with the sequence SNS(EEAKK)~3~SNS, have been used to fuse an scFv to the heavy chain C-terminus.[@cit0104] Short linkers might restrain antigen binding, although recently a three residue linker (GSS) was successfully used to generated an IgG-HC-scFv targeting HER2 and HER3.[@cit0218]

Furthermore, the intrinsic stability of the scFv might affect manufacturability. Therefore, scFvs were optimized for stability by using a longer (20 amino acid residues) linker to connect the VH and VL domain and screening of appropriate positions to introduce an additional disulfide bond between the two domains.[@cit0110] Combining the longer linker with a disulfide bond between positions VH44 and VL100 increased the thermal stability of an anti-LTβR scFv by 13 °C, resulting in bispecific anti-TRAILR2 x anti-LTβR IgG-scFv and scFv-IgG fusion proteins with properties desirable for pharmaceutical development.

Disulfide linkage was also applied to generate improved versions of bispecific IgG-scFv of the Morrison format (IgG-HC-scFv) stabilizing an anti-digoxigenin-specific scFv moiety through VH-VL interdomain disulfide bonds (VHCys44 to VLCys100) fused to the C-terminus of the heavy chain or hinge region of antibodies of different specificity, including HER2, IG1-R, CD22, and LeY.[@cit0217] Here, the scFv was connected to the heavy chain by two repeats of G~4~S. All antibodies retained binding specificity and affinity. The stability of these bispecific antibodies was demonstrated by a lack of aggregation propensity. This approach was subsequently applied to other antibodies, e.g., targeting cMet, HER1, HER2, or HER3.[@cit0106] The influence of linker length was also studied for bispecific IgG scFv fusion proteins targeting two different epitopes of HIV receptor CCR5.[@cit0209] Linkers of 3 to 6 G~4~S repeats were analyzed in non-disulfide-stabilized scFvs. Stable molecules with yields similar to that of the parental IgG could be obtained using scFv with a 30 residue long linker, but also for disulfide-stabilized scFv with a 15 residue linker.

Problems associated with a limited stability of the scFv part were further addressed by selecting scFv with improved stability, e.g., by phage display, early in the engineering process as shown for an anti-IL17A x anti-IL23 bispecific IgG-scFv fusion protein.[@cit0220] Final selection of the antibodies was based on testing scFv in both orientations (VH-VL and VL-VH) and results from SEC-MALS and differential scanning calorimetry assessing thermal stability and monomeric state. Similarly, stability-improved scFvs were used to generate bispecific antibodies targeting different epitopes on IGF-1R, fusing the scFv to either the N- or C-terminus of an IgG.[@cit0221]

IgG scFv fusion proteins can exert Fc-mediated effector functions, including phagocytosis, ADCC, and complement fixation, depending on the isotype used for construction.[@cit0222] For some applications, for example dual targeting and neutralization of cellular receptors without destroying the target cell, IgGs with deficient Fc regions might be advantageous. Thus, a fully effectorless Fc, based on a chimeric, aglycosylated IgG4.P/IgG1 constant region, was used to construct a bispecific IgG-HC-scFv fusing a stability-improved scFv against IGF-1R[@cit0223] to an anti-EGFR IgG.[@cit0224] Other possibilities include mutated Fc regions[@cit0225] or Fc regions derived from IgG2 and IgG4.[@cit0230]

A variety of different other bispecific IgG-scFv fusion proteins have been generated in the past years with applications in cancer therapy, e.g., for dual targeting approaches,[@cit0231] delivery of antibodies through the blood-brain-barrier,[@cit0232] T-cell retargeting,[@cit0233] and pretargeted radioimmunotherapy.[@cit0211]

Appended IgGs: fusion of domain antibodies and scaffold proteins {#s0005-0002}
----------------------------------------------------------------

As an alternative to scFv, single domain antibodies have been utilized to generate appended bispecific IgG molecules. For example, a single variable domain targeting PDGFRα was fused to the N-terminus of the light chain of an anti-VEGFR-2 IgG through a five residue linker (ASTKG), retaining antigen-binding and neutralization activity of both antibodies ([Fig. 2, box 11](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0235] The approach was then extended via fusion of the single variable domain to the C-terminus of the heavy chain ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0236]

With various scaffold proteins being developed as alternatives to antibodies, there is ample opportunity to generate appended bispecific IgG-like molecules by fusing these scaffold proteins to the heavy or light chain of an IgG. An example are Fynomers, small 7 kDa globular proteins derived the SH3 domain of human Fyn kinase, which lacks disulfide bonds and is very stable (∼70 °C thermal melting points).[@cit0237] Fusion of a HER2-specific Fynomer to either the N- or C-terminus of the heavy or light chain of pertuzumab resulted in bispecific molecules (FynomAbs) with potent neutralization of HER2-mediated proliferation and tumor growth. Based on these findings, another FynomAb, COVA322, was generated fusing an anti-IL-17A Fynomer to anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) adalimumab (Humira®); COVA322 is currently being evaluated in a Phase 1b/2a study as a for treatment for psoriasis.[@cit0238]

Related to the use of scaffold proteins is the use of specific peptides, which can also be fused to an IgG to generate a bispecific molecule. This approach is utilized in the Zybody technology ([Fig. 2, box 12](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, an Ang2-specific peptide was fused through a six residue Gly-Ser linker to the C-terminus of the heavy chain of an anti-TNF IgG (adalimumab).[@cit0239] Zybodies with up to five specificities have been described, one specificity coming from the IgG and up to four from fused modular recognition domains, including linear and disulfide-constrained peptides, Affibodies and Knottins, fused to the N- and C-termini of heavy and light chains.[@cit0240]

Appended bispecific antibodies molecules have been further generated by fusing a ligand-binding receptor domain to an IgG molecule. Although not a bispecific antibody in the classical sense, this type of molecule also exhibits two different specificities.[@cit0241]

Appended IgGs: fusion of Fab arms {#s0005-0003}
---------------------------------

Fusion of a Fab arm to an IgG, i.e., a tandem arrangement of Fab arms fused to a Fc region, was used to generate tetravalent (Fab)~2~-Fc fusion proteins by expressing an Fd-extended heavy chain together with a light chain (Tandemabs).[@cit0242] This format can be applied to generate tetravalent, bispecific (Fab)~2~-Fc fusion proteins. Here, production of bispecific molecules also faces the light chain problem because only one of the eight possible combinations is bispecific.

Brünker and coworkers[@cit0243] generated a bispecific IgG-Fab molecule by applying the CrossMab technology to the second Fab fused through a (G~4~S)~4~ connector to the C-terminus of an IgG molecule ([Fig. 2, box 7](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This approach, in which the VH of the fused Fab is linked to a CL domain, and the VL domain to a CH1 domain, was applied to generate a tetravalent, bispecific antibody directed against fibroblast activation protein (FAP), for targeting of activated tumor stroma fibroblasts, and DR5 (TRAIL receptor 2), to induce apoptosis by activation of this death receptor ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Differences were observed for a VHCL and VLCH1 configuration. The VLCH1 format, with the VL domain fused to the C-terminus of the HC, showed, compared to the parental antibody, reduced binding to FAP, while binding activity was retained in the VHCL format (VH domain fused the HC). In combination with a knobs-into-holes Fc region, this approach can also be applied to generate trivalent, bispecific IgG-Fab fusion proteins.[@cit0243]

The orthogonal Fab design described above[@cit0184] was applied to generate a tetravalent, bispecific Fab-IgG fusion protein ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0112] Here, the Fd chain of the outer Fab arm is linked to the VH of the heavy chain, i.e., the inner Fab arm using a (G~4~S)~5~ linker, and used to produce a bispecific Fab-IgG targeting two epitopes on HER2 (derived from pertuzumab and trastuzumab). Compared to a scFv-IgG fusion protein of the same specificities, superior biophysical properties and unique biological activities were reported.

Fab-IgG fusion proteins were also generated using the charged residue mutations or hydrophobicity-polarity-swap mutations introduced into the CH1-CL interface (see above).[@cit0204] In this study, the Fd fragment of a first antibody was fused to a hinge sequence (either wild-type or with the two cysteine mutated to serines), then connected by a STPPTPSPSGG linker to the N-terminus of the heavy chain carrying the CR3 or MUT4 mutations in the CH1 domain. The cognate light chain of the inner Fab binding site carried the corresponding mutations. Thus, molecules with heavy chains containing the wild-type hinge sequence were covalently linked by disulfide bonds in the additional hinge between the two Fd sequences ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Functionality was demonstrated for a tetravalent, bispecific Fab-IgG fusion protein directed against HLA-DR (outer Fab arm) and CD5 (inner Fab arm). Good stability, limited aggregation and in vivo activity was observed for the CD5 x HLA-DR(CR3) molecule. Molecules with a cysteine-free hinge in the inter-Fab region showed a somewhat reduced binding and where slightly less effective, e.g., in complement activation.

As described above, Fabs arm with the Cα and Cβ domains from the TCR were applied to link a second Fab arm either to the N-terminus or the C-terminus of the heavy chain through a (G~4~S)~4~, as shown for a bispecific antibodies derived from trastuzumab and pertuzumab ([Fig. 2, box 10](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0203] Additional mutation were introduced into the VL domains (Y36F) to weaken the VH-VL interaction combined with a charge-charge interaction between the VL and VH domains (VL Q38D, VH Q39K) in one of the Fab arms to further facilitate correct pairing of the cognate Fab arms.

The DNL method described above was used to generate hexavalent, bispecific IgG-Fab~4~ molecules ([Fig. 2, box 19](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), which are produced by mixing DDD2 Fab fusion proteins with a AD2 IgG fusion protein under redox conditions, followed by purification with protein A.[@cit0244] Thus, this approach results in bispecific 2 + 4 molecules, with the two binding sites of the IgG directed against the first antigen and the four binding sites of the Fab arms directed against the second antigen. DDD2 can be fused either to the N-terminus or the C-terminus of the Fab Fc chain.[@cit0246] Furthermore, the AD2 domain can be fused either to the C-terminus of the heavy chain or the light chain, respectively.[@cit0131] For HexAbs with the AD2 domain fused to the C-terminus of the heavy chain CH3, a reduced complement activation was observed, while other Fc-mediated effector functions, such as ADCC, were retained. Some of the produced hexavalent antibodies (bsHexAbs), e.g., directed against CD20 and CD22, showed biological activities that were not observed with mixtures of the parental antibodies, resulting in improved apoptosis induction and growth inhibition.[@cit0247] Despite their large size (∼350 kDa), 2- to 3-fold shorter half-life compared to the parental IgGs were observed in mice, although tissue uptake was similar.[@cit0244] It was assumed that this result is due to intracellular dissociation of the bsHexAbs.

Appended IgGs: fusion of additional variable heavy and light chain domains {#s0005-0004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fusion of an additional VH domain and VL domain of a second specificity to an IgG heavy chain and light chain, respectively, results in a so-called dual-variable-domain antibody (DVD-Ig) ([Fig. 2, box 12](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Initially shown for a bispecific DVD-Ig targeting IL-12 and IL-18,[@cit0248] this format has been applied to combine a variety of specificities, including IL-1α and IL-1β,[@cit0249] HIV gp41 and gp120,[@cit0251] CD20 and CD47,[@cit0252] EGFR and HER3,[@cit0253] CD20 and HLA-DR,[@cit0254] two epitopes on HER2,[@cit0255] and CEA and DOTA.[@cit0211] Analyses of a series of DVD-Igs, directed against TNF and an alternate therapeutic target, that varied in the position of the two binding sites (inner and outer position) and the length of connecting linkers, with different linkers (5 to 13 residues) used in the heavy and light chain, has been reported.[@cit0256] Here, affinities for TNF were generally lower when the binding site was at the inner position. This is likely due to steric hindrance effects, resulting primarily in a reduced association rate. Binding was also influenced by the linkers connecting the two variable domains within one chain. In another study of gp41- and gp120-specific DVD-Igs showed that the inner binding site required at least a linker with a length of 15 amino acids and that linkers adopting a helical structure resulted in more effective DVD-Igs than those based on flexible linkers.[@cit0251] Using single particle electron microscopy to study a DVD-Ig demonstrated that the outer binding site is highly mobile and can fold out of the plane to allow binding of the inner binding site, which was further confirmed by the 3D structure of a DVD-Ig bound to IL-12 and IL-18.[@cit0257]

A further development of the DVD-Ig technology is the introduction of a proteolytic cleavage site, e.g., for a metalloprotease, between the outer and inner VL domains. These activatable DVD-Igs (aDVD-Igs) can target with the outer binding site, e.g., a cellular target and, after cleavage, are able to bind another antigen. This approach was utilized for an aDVD-Ig directed against ICAM and TNF to enhance specificity for sites of inflammation and to reduce specificity for off-target TNF by liberating TNF binding in the inflamed tissue.[@cit0259]

crossover dual-variable domain-Ig-like proteins (CODV-Ig) represent a related format where the two VH and two VL domains are linked in a way that allows crossover pairing of the variable VH-VL domains, which are arranged either (from N- to C-terminus) in the order VHA-VHB and VLB-VLA, or in the order VHB-VHA and VLA-VLB ([Fig. 2, box 12](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0260] Thus, on either the light chain or the heavy chain, the variable domain order is changed, while the other chain serves as a template, resulting in a total of four different types. The CODV-Ig format differs from the DVD-Ig format due to the circular self-contained structure that is generated only in the CODV-Igs. The CODV-Ig format was applied to generate bispecific antibodies directed against IL-4 and IL-13, as well as TNF and IL-12/23.[@cit0260] Linkers (L1 to L4) of different length, including al[l]{.smallcaps}-glycine linkers, were used to connect the two variable domains and the inner variable domains to the first constant domains. Although the linker lengths and sequences influenced yields and aggregation propensities, the study showed that almost all analyzed linkers permitted correct Fv and Fc pairing. A compact assembly of the binding sites was revealed by 3D structures of an anti-IL-4 x anti-IL13 CODV-Fab alone and in complex with its antigens.

Modified IgG molecules {#s0005-0005}
----------------------

Symmetric bispecific IgG molecules, i.e., IgGs that are modified so that they are able to recognize two different antigens, have been obtained by either modifying the existing antigen-binding site formed by the VH and VL domains (two-in-1 and four-in-1 antibodies) or by grafting an additional binding site into the bottom region of the Fc fragment (mAb[@cit0002]).

Engineering the variable domains of an antibody Fv region to target more then one antigen allows generatation of bispecific antibodies without appending its structure. Because the Fv region is formed by two variable domains (VH, VL), it is possible to direct each domain against a different antigen, thus generating tetravalent, bispecific IgGs (two-in-1 antibodies) ([Fig. 2, box 18](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Such dual-acting Fabs in an IgG directed against HER2 and VEGF were obtained by generating a light chain repertoire of Herceptin® (trastuzumab) by randomizing a subset of solvent exposed VL CDR positions to mimic the natural diversity in amino acid composition and length.[@cit0261] Selection and further affinity maturation resulted in various IgGs capable of binding to HER2 and VEGF in the low nanomolar range. Crystal structures of a bispecific Fab with either HER2 or VEGF confirmed preferential binding of the VH or VL domain, respectively, although with extensively overlapping paratopes. Neutralization of both antigens was demonstrated in vitro and in vivo for this two-in-1 antibody. Further studies demonstrated increased structural plasticity within the antigen-binding site without increasing the entropic cost.[@cit0262] This approach was subsequently applied to evolve HER1 x HER3-specific and IL-4 x IL-5-specific two-in-1 antibodies.[@cit0156] The HER1 x HER3-specific two-in-1 antibody exhibits increased receptor neutralization compared to monovalent HER1 and HER3 antibodies and is capable of overcoming acquired resistance to HER1 inhibitors and radiation.[@cit0264] This antibody (MEHD7945A) has been evaluated in clinical Phase 1 and 2 studies, and was well tolerated with evidence of tumor pharmacodynamic modulation and antitumor activity in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck.[@cit0265] In the two-in-1 format, all six CDRs are modified to recognize both antigens, thus generating overlapping paratopes. An alternative approach is utilized in DutaMab and DutaFab formats ([Fig. 2, box 18](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Here, paratopes are restricted to three each of the 6 CDRs that make up the antigen-binding site of an Fv. CDRs H1, H3 and L2 make up the binding site for one antigen, CDRs L1, L3 and H2 interact with the other antigen. These two sets of CDRs face toward different 'sides' of the Fv. Because of that, DutaFabs and DutaMabs can simultaneously bind two different antigens on one Fab arm (or 2 pairs of different antigens on one IgG), as long as the size or shape of the two antigens do not interfere with each other on the DutaFab/Mab.[@cit0266]

Besides CDR loops of the variable domains, other surface-exposed loop structures might be applicable to generate artificial binding sites. This approach was successfully applied to the IgG1 Fc region. Initially, two loop sequences at the C-terminal region of the CH3 domain were randomized and selected for antigen binding, as shown for HER2, resulting in Fc fragments (Fcab) with nanomolar affinity.[@cit0267] Importantly, randomization did not affect binding to protein A or CD64 (FcγRI). The stability of the Fcab fragment was further improved by engineering an intradomain disulfide bond[@cit0268] and by directed evolution using yeast display.[@cit0269] Three loop regions (AB, CD, EF) of the CH3 domain are now used for randomization.[@cit0138] By combining Fcabs as building blocks with Fab arms of a second specificity, bispecific IgG molecules (mAb[@cit0002]) that maintain all functional properties of an IgG, including its long half-life, can be generated ([Fig. 2, box 18](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0138]

Symmetric Fc- and CH3-based bispecific antibodies {#s0005-0006}
-------------------------------------------------

In natural antibodies, the Fc region serves as a homodimerization module but it also enables effector functions such ADCC, phagocytosis and complement fixation. Using an Fc region, which might further comprise the hinge region for covalent connection, bispecific antibodies can be generated by fusing either a bispecific antibody module to the N-terminus, or individual antigen-binding moieties, e.g., scFvs, to the N- and C-terminus, generating bispecific, tetravalent molecules ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).

This approach was applied to two scFvs directed against TNF and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) in a proof-of-concept study.[@cit0271] Here, the first scFv (anti-TNF) was fused to the Fc chain via a modified human IgG1 hinge, while different linkers connecting the second scFv (anti-FITC) to the C-terminus of an Fc region were tested, including a (G~4~S)~3~AAA linker, a A4T linker (T(A~4~T)~3~AAA), and a CL linker (EGKSSGASGESKVDAAA) ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). All three linkers allowed dual targeting, with similar stability of the scFv-Fc-scFv fusion protein. The A4T linker was then used to generate a bispecific scFv-Fc-scFv fusion protein directed against IT1 and CXCL13. The protein showed mAb-like properties regarding, for example, productivity, stability, and viscosity. The approach was further applied to generate a tetravalent, bispecific antibody directed against LPS and EGFR to target a nanocell to EGFR-expressing tumor cells.[@cit0162] Here, the two disulfide-stabilized scFvs were connected to the Fc moiety by G~4~S linkers.

In another approach, scFv molecules arranged in tandem (taFv) with each scFv forming a separate folding and binding unit (see section 2.1) were fused to an Fc region ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Such a tetravalent, bispecific taFv-Fc fusion protein was generated combining two scFv directed against different epitopes of CD2, which confered potent mitogenic properties inducing proliferation of resting T cells.[@cit0272] A 24-residue helical linker was used to connect the two scFv moieties. The taFv-Fc format was also used to generate a tetravalent, bispecific Fc fusion protein directed against C5 and cotinine with applications for immunoblotting and immunoprecipitation experiments.[@cit0273] Here, the two scFvs were connected with a (G~3~S)~3~ linker, and the taFv fragment was fused to the hinge of an IgG1 Fc region. The cotinine-binding scFv serves here as a recognition module of a conjugated cotinine, e.g., horseradish peroxidase (HRP). In another study, a taFv-Fc fusion protein directed against HER2 and cotinine was used for ELISA and radioimmunoassays using either HRP-cotinine or a ^125^I-cotinine-conjugated histidine dipeptide for application in single-photon emission computed tomography imaging of HER2-positive tumors.[@cit0274] Other examples include taFv-Fc fusion proteins directed against TAG-72 and MUC1 or EGFR and HER2 for dual targeting of tumor-associated antigens.[@cit0275] Other applications include the retargeting of T cells, as shown for an taFv-Fc fusion protein directed against GD2 and CD3, and the target-dependent clustering and activation of death receptors, demonstrated for a taFv-Fc fusion recognizing DR5 (TRAIL receptor 2) and melanoma-associated chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan.[@cit0060]

Instead of fusing two scFvs to the N-terminus of an Fc chain, it is also possible to fuse a Fab arm to a scFv-Fc moiety ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). These Fab-scFv-Fc fusion proteins require expression of four polypeptide chain, one encoding the Fc-scFv-Fc part and one encoding the light chain.[@cit0278] This format was applied to generate a tetravalent, bispecific antibody (BiS4αPa) directed against two different exopolysaccharide antigens (PcrV and Psl) from Pseudomonas aeruginosa for prevention or treatment of P. aeruginosa infections. Here, a scFv was inserted between residue C220 and D221 of the upper hinge flanked by 10-amino acid linkers (G~4~SG~4~S). This antibody (MEDI3902) is currently being evaluated in a Phase 2 study (EVADE, NCT02696902) for prevention of nosocomial pneumonia caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa in mechanically ventilated subjects.[@cit0279]

The bispecific diabody format was used to generate Fc fusion proteins by fusing one of the diabody chains with a covalently linked CH3 domain or a Fc chain ([Fig. 2, box 13, 14](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0280] This resulted in the so-called Di-Diabodies, which are tetravalent, bispecific molecules composed of two chains, a VLB-VHA-CH3 or VLB-VHA-Fc chain, respectively, co-expressed with a second VLA-VHB chain. The approach was used to generate a Di-Diabody directed against EGFR and IGF-1R.[@cit0281] Although this Di-Diabody showed dual activity in receptor neutralization, a loss of antigen-binding activity was observed in vivo, most likely due to dissociation of the two polypeptide chains in circulation.

ScDb exhibit increased stability due to the covalent linkage of all four variable domains of a bispecific diabody, encoded by a single polypeptide chain. Fusing a scDb to a Fc domain results in tetravalent, bispecific molecules with a size and pharmacokinetic properties similar to IgG ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0282]

The Fcab format described above was applied to generate bispecific scFv-Fcab fusion proteins encoded by a single polypeptide chain ([Fig. 2, box 13](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0284] Here, two antigen-binding sites reside in the C-terminal region of the Fc fragment and two additional binding sites are formed by the scFv fused to the N-terminus of the Fc chains. This format was used to produce a bispecific antibody directed against HER2 and CD3, with the CD3 binding sites formed by the scFvs. T-cell retargeting and tumor cell killing was demonstrated in vitro and in a xenograft tumor model.

Bispecific antibodies using immunoglobulin-derived homodimerization domains {#s0005-0007}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Various immunoglobulin domains form homodimers, including the last heavy chain domain, i.e., CH3 in IgG, IgA, and IgD, and CH4 in IgM and IgE. Furthermore, the CH2 domain in IgM and IgE acts as a hinge connecting the Fab arm to the Fc region formed by CH3 and CH4. In contrast to the last heavy chain domains, the CH2 domains from IgM and IgE are covalently linked by one or two disulfide bonds, respectively, and comprise furthermore a N-glycosylation site. These domains can be used as building blocks to generate tetravalent, bispecific molecules ([Fig. 2, box 14, 15](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). This was shown, for example, by fusing scFvs to the N- and C-terminus of a heavy chain domain 2 of IgM or IgE,[@cit0285] or a diabody (DiDiabody), as well as a single-chain diabody (scDb-CH3) to the N-terminus.[@cit0282]

Bispecific antibodies - an industrial perspective {#s0006}
=================================================

Zoo and playground -- do we need so many formats? {#s0006-0001}
-------------------------------------------------

The 'zoo' of antibody formats depicted in [Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the more than 100 different formats that we are aware of that were designed and used to make bispecific antibody derivatives. We aimed to include in this review all experimentally verified formats of conceptually different composition that had been described in the literature as of September 2016, but grant that some may have been overlooked. Antibodies are composed of individual domains, which serve as at least partially interchangeable building blocks for a diversity of compositions. Hence, even more derivatives and creative variations of these formats can be designed, some of which have already been generated.

The tremendous diversity of formats leads to the questions: Do we need this many formats and, if so, why? One reason for the availability of so many different formats may be the robustness of the modular domain 'toolbox'. In many cases, domains can be assembled in a 'plug-and-play fashion to generate new molecules. Thus, antibody engineering has been a field that is interesting and rewarding for researchers in the biopharmaceutical industry, as well as academic and government settings. With the experience of more than 2 decades, successes are now almost guaranteed, as long as one follows certain quite intuitive rules. The available (or not) freedom-to-operate (FTO) or intellectual property (IP) space, restrictions on certain formats, and the desire to protect one\'s own developments may have been additional drivers of the explosion of bispecific antibody formats. These and other factors have initially led to some skepticism regarding the necessity of such diversity. The 'format zoo' has now been equated with a playground by quite a number of strategists. We acknowledge that zoos and playgrounds appeal to a similar degree to many young, active, open-minded and explorative humans, and we do not consider this to be something bad!

Reality has meanwhile shown that having a diversity of formats is not just play, but instead a critical driver and necessity for the advancement of bispecific antibody therapeutics: A growing number of genetically engineered bispecific antibodies are now in clinical development, some in advanced stages and some already available as drugs ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}).[@cit0024] These bispecific antibodies represent quite different formats, with some being large and containing constant regions and some of small size without constant regions. In fact, most major format clusters are represented in one or more molecules that have advanced into the clinic. It has become clear that, even if there were no FTO or IP restrictions or competitive/strategic challenges, 'one size fits all' cannot be applied to the plethora of desired functionalities and applications of bispecific antibodies. Table 3.Genetically engineered bispecific antibodies approved or in clinical development.FormatMoleculeTargetsMOAIndicationStatusDeveloped byBiTEBlinatumomab AMG103 MT103CD19 + CD3T-cell recruitmentAcute lymphoblastic leukemiaMarketAmgen (Micromet) MT111, AMG211, Medi565CEA + CD3T-cell recruitmentGastric cancer advanced adenocarcinoma1Amgen (Micromet) Pasotuxizumab MT112 BAY2010112PSMA + CD3T-cell recruitmentProstate cancer1Bayer (Micromet) Solitomab MT110 AMG 110EPCAM + CD3T-cell recruitmentColorectal, lung, GI cancers, solid tumors1Amgen (Micromet) AMG420, BI 836909BCMA + CD3T-cell recruitmentMultiple Myeloma1Boehringer Ingelheim, Amgen (Micromet) AMG 330CD33 + CD3T-cell recruitmentAcute myeloid leukemia1Amgen (Micromet)Crossmab (-deriva-tives)Vanucizumab RG7221 (1+1)Angiopoietin 2 + VEGF2-Ligand inactivationColorectal cancer2\*Roche RG7716 (1+1)Angiopoietin 2 + VEGF2-Ligand inactivationWet AMD2Roche RG7802 (2+1)CEA+CD3T Cell recruitmentCEA pos. solid tumors1Roche RG7386 (2+2)FAP+DR5targeted apoptosisSolid tumors1RocheDVD-IgABT165DLL4+VEGF2-Ligand inactivationAdv solid tumors1Abbvie Remtolumab ABT122TNFalpha+IL172-Ligand inactivationPsoriatic arthritis2\*Abbvie Lutikizumab ABT981IL1a + IL1b2-Ligand inactivationOsteoathritis2Abbvie SAR156597 DVD-Ig like TBTIIL4 + IL132-Ligand inactivationIdiopath pulm. Fibrosis2SanofiTandAbAFM111CD19+CD3T-cell recruitmentNon Hodkins Lymphoma, Acute lymphoblastic leukemia1Affimed AFM113CD30+CD16AImmune cell recruitmentHodkins disease2AffimedDARTMGD006 S80880CD123 + CD3T-cell recruitmentAML1Macrogenics, Servier MGD007GPA33 + CD3T-cell recruitmentColorectal cancer1Macrogenics, Servier MGD010CD32B + CD79BB-cell modulationImmune diseases1Macrogenics, Takeda PF06671008P cadherin + CD3T-cell recruitmentSolid tumors1Pfizer, Macrogenics MGD009B7H3 + CD3T-cell recruitmentSolid Tumors1Macrogenics Duvortuxizumab, MGD 011, JNJ64052781CD19+CD3T-cell recruitmentSolid Tumors2Macrogenics, JanssenBi-nanobodyBI836880VEGF+Ang22-Ligand inactivationSolid tumors1Ablynx, Boehringer Ingelheim BI1034020beta amyloid 40 + 422-protein inactAlzheimers1\*Ablynx & Boehringer Ingelheim ALX0761IL17A + IL17F2-Ligand inactivationInflammatory disease1Ablynx, Merck Serono Vobarilizumab ALX0061IL6R+albuminPK-modulated receptor antagonistLupus, rheumatoid arthritis2Abbvie, Ablynx Ozoralizumab ATN103TNF+albuminPK-modulated ligand antagonistRheumatoid arthritis2Ablynx, Taisho, EddingpharmcLC-hetero-H-chain IgGEmicizumab, ACE910, RG6013FXI + FX2-Factor dimerizationHemophilia A3Chugai, Roche MCLA117CLEC12A+CD3T-cell recruitmentAcute myeloid leukemia1/2Merus MCLA128Her2+Her32-RTK inactivationSolid tumors1/2Merus REGN1979CD20+CD3T-cell recruitmentB-cell cancer1Regeneron Navicixizumab OMP-305B83DLL4+VEGF2-Ligand inactivationSolid tumors1Oncomed, Celgene ERY974GPC3+CD3T-cell recruitmentSolid tumors1ChugaiIgG assembled from half-antibodies bsmAb bsmAbZW25 (Azymetrics)Her2RTK-inactivationHer2 pos. cancer1ZymeworksRG7828, BTCT 4465A (KiH)CD20+CD3T-cell recruitmentNon-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma, CLL1GenentechJNJ 63709178 DuobodyCD123+CD3T-cell recruitmentAcute myeloid leukemia1Janssen, Genmab JNJ 61186372, EM1 DuobodyHer1+cMet2 RTK inactivationNon-small-cell lung cancer1Janssen, Genmab RG7990 BITS7201AIL13+IL172 ligand inactivationAsthma1Genentech, Novimmune RG7992, BFKB8488AFGFR1+KLBHormone (FGF21) mimetictype 2 diabetes1GenentechscFv-Fc-(Fab) -fusionsXmab14045 Fab-scFv-FcCD123+CD3T-cell recruitmentAcute myeloid leukemia1Xencor, Novartis GBR1302 Fab-scFv-FcHer2+CD3T-cell recruitmentHer2 pos. cancer1Glenmark MOR 209, ES414 ScFv2-Fc-scFv2PSMA+CD3T-cell recruitmentProstate cancer1Morphosys, Emergent Biosolutions Istiratumab MM141, IgG-scFvIGF1R + Her32-RTK inactivationAdv. solid tumors2Merrimack IL-17/IL-34 biAb scFv-FcIL23 + IL172-Ligand inactivationInflamm. & Autoimm. disease1BMS (Zymogenetics) LY3164530 IgG+scFvHer1 + cMET2-RTK inactivationsolid tumor1Eli Lilly MM111 scFv2-BSAHer2 + Her32-RTK inactivationAdv. gastric esoph. cancer2\*Merrimack MEDI3902 Fab-scFv-FcPsI + PcrV2 antigen inactivationPneumonia2Medimmune MEDI7352NGF+TNF2 ligand inactivationOsteoarthritis1Medimmune MEDI0700BAFF+B7RP12 ligand inactivationLupus1MedimmunebsmAbLY3114062TNF+IL172 ligand inactivationRheumatoid arthritis1Eli LillyDAF-IgGDuligotuzumab RG7597Her1 + Her32-RTK inactivationHead & neck, colorectal cancer2GenentechD&L Fab3TF2 IMP288CEACAM5 + haptenPayload deliveryColorectal, lung cancer1/2Immunomedics[^1]

Format variability is essential to serve diverse bispecific antibody applications {#s0006-0002}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There cannot be 'one best format' that is used for most desired molecule combinations because of the diversity of requirements and the variability of desired features of the bispecific antibody to be generated. Different 'target product profiles' (i.e., definition of the behavior and functionality of the compound) mandate the need for access to a diverse panel of formats. These may vary in size, arrangement, valencies, flexibility and geometry of their binding modules, as well as in their distribution and pharmacokinetic properties.

To achieve bispecificity, factors that need to be taken into account include the special arrangement or size of the different target antigens, as well as, in some instances, the target densities on cell surfaces. This determines which formats may be applicable to achieve bivalent, trivalent or multivalent binding to one or both antigens in a simultaneous or mutually exclusive manner. Small format variations, such as minor changes in linker length or composition or 'switch' of domains, can be crucial determinants for functionality. Some design parameters may be deduced from structural models. In many cases, however, suitable formats must be identified by generating and comparing the functionalities of different formats.

Distribution and pharmacokinetic behavior are other important parameters that are directly influenced by the choice of bispecific antibody formats.[@cit0287] In cases where a long pharmacokinetic half-life is desired, formats are usually larger than 50 kDa to avoid renal clearance and contain entities that enable FcRn-mediated recycling.[@cit0288] FcRn-recycling is a feature of Fc-containing bispecific antibodies (as long as the FcRn-binding sites are not mutated). An alternative is the addition of albumin or of other FcRn- or albumin-binding entities.[@cit0016] Small bispecific antibodies are used for applications that require rapid and effective distribution, or whose levels are desired to be tightly controlled with the option to rapidly reduce the levels (e.g., for safety reasons or pre-targeting purposes).

Identification of bispecific antibody format with desired functionality is just the first step in drug development {#s0006-0003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the importance of format diversity as a prerequisite for the application of bispecific antibodies for different functions, we want to stress that, as in real life, not all members of a zoo can be easily handled. Some look nice, but are really poorly behaved. For pharmaceutical development, molecules and formats need to be produced in large amounts in a reproducible manner, preferably at high yields with processes that are established or similar to such. The more complex composition (e.g., 3--4 chains of bispecific antibodies in contrast to 2-chain IgGs) does frequently require more extensive optimization of expression systems. It has to be particularly noted that (in contrast to 'simple' molecules), stability of the expression system and yield are not the only factors to be addressed. In fact, composition of the bispecific antibodies and presence or absence of undesired side products can be of equal (or higher) importance.

In addition to being fit for production and upstream/downstream processing, bispecific antibodies need to be well defined, stable and overall 'well behaved' to become drugs.[@cit0289] Many of these parameters are addressed under the term 'developability'.[@cit0292] Bispecific antibodies that fulfill developability criteria would be stable (e.g., against thermal denaturation) with low tendency to aggregate, low tendency to accumulate chemical deviations and (dependent on the mode of application) preferentially able to be formulated at high concentrations without viscosity issues.[@cit0292]

Thus, designing, optimizing and characterizing bispecific antibodies with desired specificity and functionality is just the beginning of a long process. Converting such molecules into drugs is a difficult endeavor. That part, however, is the key without which bispecific antibodies would remain only exotic members of a zoo, and not drugs.
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[^1]: Note: Additional bsAb-related entities in clinical development that are not listed in this table include JNJ 61178104 (undisclosed targets in inflammation, Ph1, Genmab/Janssen-Duobody); VM100 (Ab40&42 'bispecific/crossreactive' normal mAb, Ph1 in macular degeneration, Vision Medicine); MEDI4276 (bi-Her2-tubulysin ADC, Ph1 Medimmune); Bi-EGFR targeted minicell-nanoparticles (EnGene, Ph1 in cancer) and OXS1550/DT2219ARL, a CD19+CD22 targeted truncated diphtheria toxin (Oxis Biotech, Ph1/2 in leukemia and lymphoma) and AMG570, a bispecific peptibody conjugate targeting BAFF and ICOSL (Amgen/AstraZeneca, Ph1) \* completed studies to our knowledge.
